Abstract. We introduce the notion of joint spectrum of a compact set of matrices S ⊂ GL d (C), which is a multi-dimensional generalization of the joint spectral radius. In the irreducible case we describe its properties and examine how it relates to the set of eigenvalues of elements in the semi-group generated by S. We also make connections with the theory of random products of matrices.
Introduction
Let S be a compact subset of matrices S ⊂ M d (C). The joint spectral radius R(S) is the quantity
where S n is the n-fold product set S n := {g 1 · . . . · g n , g i ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n}. The limit exists by submultiplicativity and does not depend on the choice of norm. In particular R(S) is a conjugation invariant: R(gSg −1 ) = R(S) for all g ∈ GL d (C). This notion was introduced by Rota and Strang [74] in the 60's and has since been extensively studied in a variety of contexts, pure and applied, in particular in the study of wavelets, in control theory, ergodic optimization and beyond. See for example [35, 58, 14] , [7, 47] and [29, 51, 60] respectively as well as the many references therein.
The main goal of this paper is to introduce and study a very natural multidimensional version of this notion, which we will call the joint spectrum J(S) of the subset S. For simplicity in this paper we will assume that all matrices are invertible. We denote by a 1 (g) ≥ . . . ≥ a d (g) > 0 the singular values of a matrix g ∈ GL d (C), i.e. the square roots of the eigenvalues of g * g. We set κ(g) = (log a 1 (g), . . . , log a d (g)) ∈ R d and call it the Cartan vector of g. So κ(S) denotes the compact set of all κ(g), g ∈ S.
Theorem 1.1. Let S ⊂ GL d (C) be a compact set and assume that the subgroup Γ it generates acts irreducibly on C d . Then 1 n κ(S n ) converges in Hausdorff metric to a compact subset of R d , which we call the joint spectrum J(S) of S.
Clearly J(S) is a conjugation invariant: J(S) = J(gSg −1 ). The joint spectral radius R(S) can easily be read off the joint spectrum. Indeed log R(S) = max{x 1 , x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ J(S)}. Also the lower joint spectral radius (see e.g. [20] ) R sub (S) := lim n→+∞ min g∈S n g 1 n is such that log R sub (S) = min{x 1 , x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ J(S)}. In fact the joint spectral radius of ρ(S) for any linear representation of ρ of GL d (C) can also easily be read off the joint spectrum: its logarithm is max{n 1 x 1 + . . . + n d x d ; x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) ∈ J(S)}, where (n 1 , . . . , n d ) ∈ N d is the highest weight of the representation ρ.
The proof of the Hausdorff convergence in this theorem makes use of the notion of proximal transformation, as in the proof of the Tits alternative, see e.g. [1, 82] . A proximal transformation is a linear map with a unique eigenvalue of maximal modulus. The main idea is to show, following [3] , that there is a finite subset F of the semigroup Γ generated by S such that every large matrix g in Γ can be made simultaneously proximal in sufficiently many irreducible representations of Γ simply by multiplying it on the left by some element f of F . Then the Cartan vector of g becomes very close to the Jordan vector of gf , namely the ordered vector of moduli of eigenvalues of gf . It thus remains close to 1 n κ((gf ) n ) for all n ≥ 1, and the Hausdorff convergence follows easily.
This argument draws a connection between the joint spectrum and the eigenvalues of elements in Γ. In the study of discrete subgroups of Lie groups it is often important and challenging to understand what numbers (resp. vectors) can arise as eigenvalues (resp. vectors of eigenvalues) of group elements under a given linear representation. For example, the density properties of the set of traces of elements of a lattice in SL 2 (R) are related to the arithmeticity or non-arithmeticity of the lattice (see [77, 78, 41] ). Similarly, the arithmetic properties of the vectors of eigenvalues of elements of a discrete subgroup of a semisimple algebraic group yield information on the Zariski-closure as in the notion of weak-commensurability studied in [69] . More importantly for our considerations in this article, Benoist defined in [9, 10] the notion of limit cone of a semi-group Γ of GL d (C), which we will call the Benoist cone BC(Γ) in the sequel. It is the closed cone generated by all Jordan vectors of elements of Γ. Namely if λ(g) := (log |λ and BC(Γ) is the cone spanned by J(S).
The sequence 1 n λ(S n ) may not in general converge in Hausdorff metric, because of a periodicity phenomenon that can arise only when S is contained in a single coset of a proper subgroup of finite index in S containing the commutator subgroup (see Example 3.5 and the discussion in §3.10.1). Otherwise it converges. Theorem 1.2 can be seen as a multidimensional version of the Berger-Wang theorem [14, 15] , which asserts that the joint spectral radius R(S) coincides with lim sup n→+∞ sup g∈S n |λ 1 (g)| 1/n . Indeed, in our context, this immediately follows from Theorem 1.2 and the aforementioned description of R(S) in terms of J(S).
The joint spectrum J(S) is not convex in general. In the general case we will show that the joint spectrum is the image of a closed convex set of non-empty interior (i.e. a convex body) in some R k , k ≤ d, under a certain piecewise affine folding map φ : R k → R d . See Figure 1 .
F ol din g Figure 1 . G := SL 2 (R) × SL 2 (R) acts on M 2 (R) by left and right multiplication, giving a representation ρ : G → SL 4 (R). On the left hand side we see the joint spectrum of a set S ⊂ G in the Weyl chamber R + × R + and on the right hand side is the joint spectrum of ρ(S) in the 3-dimensional Weyl chamber of SL 4 (R).
We will also show that every convex body contained in the Weyl chamber {x ∈ R d , x 1 . . . x d } can be realized as the joint spectrum of some compact set S ⊂ GL d (C) generating a subgroup acting strongly irreducibly on C d , and that one can similarly realise every convex polyhedron with finitely many vertices in the chamber using a finite set S. However we will also provide examples of finite sets with non-polyhedral joint spectrum, and even such examples where the boundary of the joint spectrum exhibits a dense set of conical singularities. This is related to the Lagarias-Wang finiteness conjecture, and will be discussed in Section 6.
The joint spectrum appears naturally in the context of random matrix products. In [79, 80] the second named author establishes a large deviation principle for independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random matrix products. In particular, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, if µ is a probability measure on GL d (C) whose support is S, he proves the existence of a rate function I µ : R d → R + such that for an open set U P(
as n → +∞ and the matrices g i 's are chosen independently at random according to the distribution µ. As it turns out, the joint spectrum J(S) coincides with the closure of the effective support of the rate function I µ , namely J(S) = {x ∈ R d , I µ (x) < +∞}.
This means that the Cartan vector of the random walk at time n can get close to every point of the joint spectrum with at least exponentially small probability as n → +∞. In fact the function I µ is strictly positive everywhere, except at a single point, which we call the Lyapunov vector λ µ ∈ R d , where it vanishes: I µ ( λ µ ) = 0.
The Lyapunov vector is characterized by the law of large numbers for random matrix products [39, 28, 12] , which says that almost surely 1 n κ(g 1 · . . . · g n ) −→ n→+∞ λ µ .
(1.3)
Clearly the Lyapunov vector λ µ belongs to J(S). In fact we will show that it belongs to the relative interior of J(S). For this we will rely on the central limit theorem for random matrix products [43, 46, 13] and [12, Ch. 13] . It turns out that when the law µ is allowed to vary among all laws supported on S, the Lyapunov vector λ µ cannot reach every point in the relative interior of joint spectrum J(S). We will give simple examples (see §5. 13.1) showing that λ µ can be confined to a proper closed subset of J(S). However this restriction disappears if we allow arbitrary ergodic stationary processes instead of restricting to the i.i.d. case. Indeed we will show in Section 5 that every point in the interior of J(S) arises as the Lyapunov vector (defined by the convergence (1.3)) of an ergodic stationary process on the shift space S N .
The set of such Lyapunov vectors is investigated in a recent article of Bochi [16] . Given a topological dynamical system (X, T ), with X compact and T : X → X continuous, he fixes a linear cocycle, i.e. a continuous map F : X → M d (C) and defines its Lyapunov spectrum L + (F ) ⊂ R d as the set of all possible Lyapunov vectors λ(ν, F ), where ν is an arbitrary T -invariant ergodic probability measure on X. This Lyapunov spectrum is closely related to the joint spectrum, and at least when S ⊂ GL d (C) generates a subgroup acting irreducibly on C d , the Lyapunov spectrum L + (F ) will be sandwiched (see Theorem 1.11) between the interior of J(S) and J(S) itself, with F taken to be the time 1 map on the shift space X := S N .
A simple but non-trivial observation of Daubechies and Lagarias [35, Theorem 3.1.] is that the joint spectral radius R(S) can always be realized along a fixed sequence in S N . Namely there is b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . .) ∈ S N such that R(S) = lim n→+∞ b 1 · . . . · b n . We will see that analogously every point of the joint spectrum J(S) is a limit of Cartan projections along a fixed sequence. Nevertheless, L + (F ) is not always closed and not every point of J(S) can always be realized as the Lyapunov vector of some ergodic process on S N (see [20, Remark 1.2 
]).
Finally we will investigate the continuity properties of the joint spectrum, in the spirit of the article [20] by Bochi and Morris. We will show that under a domination condition, namely if J(S) lies in the open chamber {x ∈ R d , x 1 > . . . > x d }, the joint spectrum is continuous under small perturbations of S in the Hausdorff metric on compact subsets. In fact, in this case the Lyapunov vector λ(ν) depends continuously on the measure ν.
We will derive the above results in a more general setting, where the ambient group GL d (C) is replaced by an arbitrary reductive Lie group G and Γ = S is assumed to be Zariski-dense in G. This covers the situation above because, modulo some finite index issues, the irreducibility assumption in Theorem 1.1 forces the Zariski closure of Γ to be a reductive Lie group. We will not tackle here the interesting problem of removing irreducibility (or rather complete reducibility) in our main theorems and leave it for a forthcoming work [33] . However we indicate two things about this issue: the first is that the existence of the limit holds when the irreducibility assumption is replaced by a domination condition requiring that the renormalized Cartan projection stay away from the walls of the Weyl chamber of some reductive subgroup containing S (see Theorem 1.6). The second is that the limit of Cartan vectors may in general (for non-reductive Zariski-closure) be strictly larger than the limit of Jordan vectors (see Example 3.8 below). Finally we assume throughout that our matrices are invertible. This allows us to use the well developed representation theory of reductive groups. Although it is likely that part of the above (in particular Theorem 1.1) remains true for general non necessarily invertible matrices, and this is not difficult to confirm say when d = 2, new ideas and additional technical tools are required to handle the general case. * * * We now assume that G is a connected reductive real Lie group, namely the connected component of the real points of a linear reductive algebraic group defined over R. We refer the reader to §2.10 below for a review of the standard terminology on reductive groups needed to formulate our results. We recall here that a subgroup of G is called Zariski-dense if it is not contained in any proper algebraic subgroup of G. Furthermore G has a Cartan decomposition G = K exp(a + )K, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and a is the Lie algebra of a maximal R-split torus A, with a + a positive (closed) Weyl chamber, i.e. the cone in a defined by the requirement that all positive roots be non-negative. This yields the so-called Cartan projection:
At the same time we may define the Jordan projection:
where λ(g) is the unique element of a + such that exp(λ(g)) is conjugate to the hyperbolic (or polar) part of g in the Jordan decomposition of g as a commuting product of a unipotent element, an elliptic element and a hyperbolic element (i.e. an element with a conjugate in A). We will also consider the open Weyl chamber a ++ , which is the part of a + where all positive roots are strictly positive. We are ready to state our main results. The first statement encompasses Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 above. Theorem 1.3 (the joint spectrum). Let G be a connected reductive Lie group and S ⊂ G a compact subset generating a Zariski-dense subgroup. Then the sequences
converge in Hausdorff metric as n → +∞ to the same compact subset of a + , which we denote by J(S) and call the joint spectrum of S. Moreover for every x ∈ J(S) there is a sequence
Recall that the Benoist cone BC(Γ) of a semi-group Γ is the closure in a + of the positive linear combinations of λ(g), g ∈ Γ. Obviously the cone spanned by 0 and J(S) is exactly the Benoist cone BC(Γ), where Γ is the semigroup generated by S. Benoist proved in [9] that BC(Γ) is convex. When G is semisimple he further showed that it has non-empty interior in a + . In fact J(S) already has these properties: Theorem 1.4 (convex body). Under the same assumptions, the joint spectrum J(S) is a closed convex subset of a + . The linear part of its affine hull contains a S = Lie(A ∩ [G, G]). Moreover if S is not contained in a coset of a proper closed connected Lie subgroup of G containing [G, G], then the affine hull of J(S) is all of a and thus J(S) has non-empty interior in a + .
For example if G = GL d (R), S ⊂ G generates a Zariski-dense subgroup and {| det(g)|, g ∈ S} has more than one element, then J(S) has non-empty interior in R d .
Benoist cone
Joint spectrum a + Figure 2 . Example of the joint spectrum of a compact set S ⊂ SL 3 (R) containing 1, and the Benoist cone of the semigroup it generates inside the Weyl chamber a + .
It is known [9] that every convex cone in a + with non-empty interior can be realized as the Benoist cone of some Zariski-dense semigroup. The analogous property also holds for the joint spectrum. Theorem 1.5 (realization). Every convex body C (i.e. closed convex subset with non-empty interior) in a + can be realized as the joint spectrum C = J(S) for some compact subset S generating a Zariski-dense subgroup of G. Furthermore if additionally C is a polyhedron with finitely many vertices, then S can be chosen to be finite.
A compact subset S ⊂ GL d (R) is said to be 1-dominated if the ratio between the first two singular values of elements of S n grows exponentially fast in n at some fixed rate. This notion and its variants have been studied a lot in dynamics in recent years [25, 5, 86, 19, 20, 16] . An important result due to Bochi-Gourmelon [19] (see also [22, 71] ) asserts that 1-dominated families are precisely those families satisfying a cone condition: there is a closed salient cone in R n based at the origin, which is mapped into its interior by all elements of S. We will show in Proposition 4.6 below that this is also equivalent to all large enough powers of S forming a so-called Schottky family in the sense of [9] .
Analogously to this definition, we will say that a compact subset S of a connected reductive Lie group G is G-dominated if κ(S n )/n remains in a compact subset of the open Weyl chamber a ++ for all large enough n. When G = GL d (R) this is equivalent to asking that the wedge powers Λ k (S) are 1-dominated for every
The following is a simple consequence of the proof of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.6 (joint spectrum under a domination condition). Let G be a connected real reductive Lie group and S ⊂ G a G-dominated compact set. Then 1 n κ(S n ) and 1 n λ(S n ) both converge to the same limit, J(S), which is a convex body lying in a ++ . Moreover for every x ∈ J(S) there is b ∈ S N such that (1.4) holds.
The only difference with Theorem 1.3 is that we no longer assume that S generates a Zariski-dense subgroup, but assume instead that S is G-dominated. Note further that if S generates a Zariski-dense subgroup, and thus the joint spectrum J(S) is well-defined by Theorem 1.3, then S is G-dominated if and only if J(S) ⊂ a ++ .
Under a G-domination condition we have the following useful continuity property.
Theorem 1.7 (continuity).
Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.6. For every ε > 0 there is
Here d(., .) is the Hausdorff distance on compact subsets of G and a respectively. If J(S) touches the walls of the Weyl chamber, then continuity will typically fail (see Figure 3 ). Bochi and Morris [20] studied the continuity properties of the lower spectral radius (which can be obtained from J(S) by the formula min{χ(x), x ∈ J(S)}, where χ is the highest weight of G ⊂ GL n (C)). The situation for GL 2 (R) has been entirely analysed there and there is a complete description of the degeneracies: in this case a + is a half plane {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : x ≥ 0} and if J(S) touches the wall {x = 0}, then under small perturbations of S one can reach all points in the convex hull of the union of J(S) and its reflection across the wall, see §4.12.2. It is likely that the same phenomenon happens in general, cf. the notion of Morse spectrum in [16] .
In [65] and [31] a geometric analogue to the notion of joint spectral radius was studied for subsets of isometries of an arbitrary metric space and a geometric BergerWang identity was obtained. In symmetric spaces, this can also be derived from the joint spectrum, see §4.21.1 below. One can also consider arbitrary word metrics on reductive groups, in the spirit of the work of Abels and Margulis [2] and deduce a Berger-Wang identity for those, see §4.21.2. In fact the Abels-Margulis norm-like metric associated to a generating set S can be read off the joint spectrum: Theorem 1.8 (Word balls in reductive groups). Let G be a connected reductive Lie group and S a compact neighborhood of the identity with S −1 = S. Then there is c ∈ N such that for every n ≥ c,
We now move on to describe the role of random matrix products in the study of the joint spectrum. Let (g n ) n≥1 be an arbitrary ergodic stationary process with law µ on the shift space S N . Then by Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem the following law of large numbers [39, 44, 12] holds almost surely:
The right hand side is called the Lyapunov vector of the ergodic process and clearly lies in J(S). In [79, 80] Theorem 1.9 (Lyapunov lies in the interior). Let (g n ) n≥1 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables in G and S ⊂ G the support of their common law µ. Assume that S generates a Zariski-dense subgroup of G. Then the Lyapunov vector λ µ lies in the relative interior of the joint spectrum J(S), and in particular in the interior of the Benoist cone of the semigroup generated by S.
By relative interior we mean the interior of J(S) inside its affine span, which by Theorem 1.4 is all of a provided S does not lie in a fixed coset of a proper closed connected Lie subgroup of G containing [G, G] . The result was already mentioned in [80, Theorem 5.1.] with the proof being deferred to the present article. Theorem 1.9 refines another landmark theorem [45, 42] [12, Ch. 9] in the theory of random matrix products, namely the so-called simplicity of the Lyapunov spectrum, which in our terminology means that λ µ belongs to the open Weyl chamber a ++ . Our proof also gives that if µ has a finite second moment (and is not necessarily compactly supported), then the Lyapunov vector λ µ lies inside the Benoist cone, see Proposition 5.5.
The proof follows easily from the non-degeneracy of the normal law in the central limit theorem for the Cartan projection established in [43, 46] and studied further in [13] and [12, Ch. 13] . Interestingly the proof of the non-degeneracy given in [46, 13] or [12, Ch. 13] relies crucially on the following aperiodicity property of the Jordan vectors of a Zariski-dense subgroup: the closure in a of the additive group generated by the Jordan vectors λ(g), g ∈ Γ, contains the entire semisimple part a S := a ∩ Lie([G, G]) (see [9, 73] [12, Ch. 7] for two different proofs) 1 
.
In fact in certain cases we show that λ µ stays away from the boundary of J(S) as µ varies among probability measures supported on S (see also Remark 5.14). Proposition 1.10. Let S = {a, b} and µ p := pδ a + (1 − p)δ b for p ∈ (0, 1), where
is a closed inverval of positive length, but there is R (S) > 0 with R (S) < R(S) such that (0, log R (S)] is the set of values attained by the Lyapunov exponent λ µp = λ 1 (µ p ) as p varies in (0, 1).
It would be interesting to determine how general a phenomenon this is. It does seem at least compatible with the idea from [29] that only sequences of low complexity can ever realize the joint spectral radius. This occurs in particular for every point on the positive boundary of J(S) (the points on the boundary where J(S) is tangent to a hyperplane in a whose orthogonal direction lies in a + ) whose tangent hyperplane is rational.
If we relax the i.i.d. condition and allow ourselves to consider all stationary ergodic processes on the entire shift space S N , then it turns out that every point in the relative interior of the joint spectrum J(S) can be realized as a Lyapunov vector: Theorem 1.11 (Lyapunov spectrum vs. joint spectrum). Keep the assumptions of Theorem 1.3. Let x be a point in the relative interior of J(S). Then there is an ergodic stationary process (g n ) n≥1 on the shift space S N such that almost surely
In [16] Bochi calls the set of all such limits the Lyapunov spectrum of S. So we see that Bochi's Lyapunov spectrum lies in between the joint spectrum and its interior. Note that the Lyapunov spectrum is not always closed as not every point on the boundary of J(S) belongs to it, see e.g. [20, Remark 1.2] . But using one of the main results of Morris in [60] , we shall see that every point on the positive boundary of J(S), which is a tangency point of a rational hyperplane, lies in the Lyapunov spectrum.
In Section 6 we will discuss some concrete examples in G = SL 2 (R) × SL 2 (R). In particular, making use of the work of Bousch-Mairesse [29] , Jenkinson-Pollicott [53] , Morris-Sidorov [62] and Morris and Oregon-Reyes [65] on counter-examples to the so-called Lagarias-Wang finiteness conjecture, we give an example of a finite set T ⊂ G for which the joint spectrum in R 2 + is a convex body with non-differentiable boundary, namely:
There is a finite set T ⊂ G generating a Zariski-dense semi-group, such that its joint spectrum J(T ) is a convex body whose boundary is not piecewise C 1 , and in particular not a polygon.
In fact part of the boundary in this example will have a dense set of points of non-differentiability. See Figure 6 . The Lagarias-Wang finiteness conjecture asked whether the joint spectral radius R(S) of a finite set of matrices S can always be realized by a periodic sequence. Although the conjecture was refuted by BouschMairesse in [29] using Sturmian sequences and measures with counter-examples in SL 2 (R) given later by I. Morris (see [65] ), it seems that finiteness does occur for most S. An analogous guess for the joint spectrum would be to ask whether J(S) is always a polyhedron in a + when S is finite, and the above proposition refutes this as well.
Remark. Most of the techniques of the present paper are generalizable to the case when the field R or C is replaced by a non-archimedean local field k, in the spirit of [9, 72] . Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 hold without change. In Theorem 1.4 convexity holds, but the joint spectrum can lie inside a wall of the Weyl chamber and be of empty interior. The other results require appropriate adjustments, which we will not discuss in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminary material regarding reductive groups, proximal transformations and the work of AbelsMargulis-Soifer and Benoist. In Section 3 we discuss the definition of the joint spectrum and prove Theorem 1.3 as well as Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from this introduction. In Section 4 we complete the proofs of Theorems 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8. Section 5 is devoted to random matrix products and the proof of Theorems 1.9 and 1.11. In Section 6, we describe some concrete examples in SL 2 (R) × SL 2 (R), discuss the finiteness conjecture and prove Proposition 1.12. In the final section, we discuss some further directions of research. Definition 2.2 (proximal map). A linear map g ∈ Hom(V, V ) is said to be proximal if it has a unique eigenvalue α of maximal modulus. Denote by v + g , the line in P(V ) corresponding to the one dimensional eigenspace of α and H < g the supplementary g-invariant hyperplane in P(V ).
Proximal transformations
We also recall a classical quantification of this definition (see [3, 8, 30] ).
We note that every g ∈ GL(V ) gives rise to a Lipschitz transformation of P(V ) with Lipschitz constant Lip(g) Λ 2 g . g −1 2 . This is immediate from the definition of the Fubini-Study distance. Lemma 2.5 (Tits proximality criterion). Let g ∈ GL(V ), H ⊂ P(V ) be the projective image of an hyperplane, and x ∈ P(V ). Let r η > 0 be given and denote When ε is very small, an (r, ε)-proximal map resembles a rank 1 linear map. This observation is behind the proof of the two statements below. Let λ 1 (g) be the spectral radius of g ∈ Hom(V, V ), namely the modulus of its largest eigenvalue. 
Proof. By scaling we may assume g = 1. If (g k ) k∈N is a sequence of (r, k )-proximal transformations with g k = 1 and k → 0, then lim k→∞ g k = π, a rank 1 map with of d(Im π, ker π) 2r and π = 1. We need to check that λ 1 (π) ≥ 2r. Let e be a unit vector orthogonal to ker π and write e = v + k for v ∈ Im π and k ∈ ker π, then v ∧ k = e ∧ k and so
But then π = π(e) = 1, so π(v) = λ 1 (π) v = 1. It follows that λ 1 (π) 2r as desired.
Similarly, and more precisely, one has:
Lemma 2.7. For 0 < r, there exist constants D r, > 1 such that, for each r > 0, lim →0 D r, = 1, and for every (r, )-proximal endomorphism g of V , and every
Proof. Again by compactness this reduces to the case when g is a rank one matrix, where the above expression is then equal to 1 for all x / ∈ ker g.
One can iterate proximal transformations and keep track of the spectral radius of the product provided the attracting points are repelling hyperplanes are well separated. One has the following proposition borrowed from [10, Prop. 4] . 
, for all j = 1, . . . −1, we have that for all integers n 1 , . . . , n l 1, the linear transformation g n . . . g n 1 1 is (2r, 2 )-proximal, and
where
. Note that h satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.5 with H = H < g 1 and x = v + g . In particular h is proximal and if v h denotes an attracting eigenvector for h,
Now apply Lemma 2.7 times starting with x = v h and g = g 
This proposition motivates the following terminology, also borrowed from [10, Def. 1.7], which will be of important use to us in the sequel:
, for all γ, γ ∈ E. 2.10. Connected reductive groups. Let G ⊂ GL n (R) be a real reductive linear Lie group. Reductive means that it has no unipotent normal subgroup. For background on reductive Lie groups, we refer the reader to [55, 27, 64] for example. Let g = Lie(G) be the Lie algebra of G and Ad : G → GL(g) be its adjoint representation. We let A be a maximal R-split torus. Recall that A is a closed connected Lie subgroup isomorphic to (R * + ) d , for an integer d called the rank of G. The Lie algebra g decomposes as a direct sum of joint eigenspaces for the action of Ad(A), the root spaces g α , where α : A → R * + are the weights of A, i.e. Ad(a)v = α(a)v for all a ∈ A, v ∈ g α . If a = Lie(A) denotes the Lie algebra of A, then we set α ∈ Hom(a, R) to be the linear form defined by exp(α(x)) = α(exp(x)) for x ∈ a. The non-zero α's appearing this way form a root system denoted by Σ. We can choose a base of simple roots Π = {α 1 , . . . 2.10.1. Cartan projection. Recall further the Cartan decomposition of G, namely G = KAK. Here K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, whose Lie algebra is orthogonal to a for the Killing form tr(ad(x)ad(y)) on g. In this decomposition, the A-component of an element g ∈ G is not uniquely defined, but it has a unique representative in the multiplicative cone A + := exp(a + ), where a + is the (closed) Weyl chamber a + := {x ∈ a :
is a finite group which acts by conjugation on A, and hence on a and permutes the roots in Σ. The Weyl chamber a + is a fundamental domain of the action of W on a: the W -orbit of any x ∈ a intersects a + in a unique point. This allows to define the Cartan projection:
which sends g to the unique x ∈ a + such that g ∈ K exp(x)K. In fact two elements in A are conjugate in G if and only if they are conjugate by an element of W . In
is the unitary group and κ(g) is the vector of logarithms of singular values of g, which we have considered earlier, and
We will also consider the open Weyl chamber:
We note that the Lie algebra a is the orthogonal direct sum
of the Lie subalgebra a Z of Z(G) ∩ A, where Z(G) is the center of G and the Lie subalgebra
is finite. The Weyl chamber a + is the direct sum of a salient cone a + ∩ a S with the vector subspace a Z := Lie(Z(G) ∩ A).
Jordan projection.
Every element g of G admits a Jordan decomposition g = g s g u , where the two parts g s and g u commute and Ad(g s ) is semisimple in GL(g) and Ad(g u ) unipotent. The parts are uniquely defined and are called respectively the semisimple and the unipotent parts of g. The semisimple part g s further decomposes as g s = g e g h , where g e and g h commute, g h is conjugate to an element in A and g e is elliptic, i.e. lies in a compact subgroup. Again the elliptic part g e and the hyperbolic part g h are uniquely defined. This allows to define the Jordan projection:
which sends g to the unique element λ(g) ∈ a + such that g h is conjugate to exp(λ(g)). In the case when G = GL d (C), λ(g) is the vector of logarithms of the moduli of the eigenvalues of g, ordered in decreasing order.
2.10.3. Zariski topology. Connected reductive linear Lie groups are also linear algebraic groups, in the sense that they are the identity connected component G = G(R) • of the group of real points G(R) of a reductive linear algebraic group G defined over R. The group G admits a faithful linear representation G → GL n and can therefore be seen as the set of zeroes of polynomial maps in R[x ij , det x −1 ], where the intederminates are the entries of M n (R) together with the inverse determinant function. This interpretation allows to speak of the Zariski topology on G. This topology is weaker (has fewer closed sets) than the usual Hausdorff topology. We will not make extensive use of it, but we only recall here some well-known facts.
The Zariski closure of a subset of G is by definition the intersection of all algebraic subsets in GL n (R) (i.e. the locus of vanishing of a family of polynomial maps) containing that subset. It is itself an algebraic subset, i.e. it is Zariski-closed. This notion is independent of the choice of the embedding G → GL n . Furthermore, the Zariski-closure of a semigroup in G is always a Zariski-closed subgroup, in particular it has the same Zariski-closure as the subgroup it generates. Finally a subgroup of G is Zariski-dense if and only if it acts irreducibly on all irreducible linear representations of G. We refer the reader to [50, 26, 27] for this background.
2.10.4.
Representations. For this paragraph we refer the reader to [3, §6] , [27, §12] and [8] and [12, Ch. 8] . Let (V, ρ) be a finite dimensional linear representation of G over the reals. The weights of (V, ρ) are the characters χ : A → R * + such that the associated weight space V χ = {v ∈ V | ∀a ∈ A, ρ(a)v = χ(a)v} is non-trivial. Characters of A form a free abelian group of rank d. We write χ ∈ Hom(a, R) the differential of a character χ : A → R * + , i.e. χ(exp(x)) = exp(χ(x)) for all x ∈ a, and also call it character, or weight, by abuse of language. A character χ is said to be dominant if χ(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ a + . If (V, ρ) is irreducible, then its set of weights admits a maximal element χ ρ (for the partial order χ 1 χ 2 ⇔ χ 1 (x) χ 2 (x) for all x ∈ a + ), which is dominant and called the highest weight of (V, ρ). A representation (V, ρ) is said to be proximal if dim(V χρ ) = 1.
We fix as scalar product ·, · on a whose restriction to a S is a multiple of the Killing form and is otherwise arbitrary on a Z , only requiring the direct sum in (2.2) to be orthogonal. To every simple root α ∈ Π one can associate a non-zero dominant weight ω α ∈ Hom(a, R) such that ω α (a Z ) = 0 and ω α , β = 0 if β ∈ Π\{α}. Every non-negative integer linear combination of the ω α 's is the highest weight of some (absolutely) irreducible representation of G. These representations are strongly rational over R in the terminology of [27, §12] . Moreover these representations are all proximal (see e.g. [3, Thm 6.3] ). We may complete the ω α 's, who form a basis of Hom(a S , R), into a basis of Hom(a, R)
We call the representations thus obtained the distinguished representations ρ 1 , . . . , ρ d .
As is well-known [63] [64, §2], on every irreducible representation (V, ρ) we may find a Euclidean norm invariant under ρ(K) such that ρ(G) is stable under adjoint and ρ(A) is diagonalizable in an orthonormal basis. Then clearly for every g ∈ G, χ ρ (κ(g)) = log ρ(g) and χ ρ (λ(g)) = λ 1 (ρ(g)).
(2.3)
Thus distinguished representations allow us to express the Cartan projection as a vector of norms, and the Jordan projection as a vector of spectral radii. In particular the following is an immediate consequence of the ordinary spectral radius formula:
Lemma 2.11. For every g ∈ G, we have
Proximal elements in G. Let as above G be a real reductive group and a ++ the open Weyl chamber (2.1).
By (2.3) we see that this is equivalent to asking that ρ i (g) is a proximal transformation in GL(V ρ i ) for each i = 1, . . . , d (or equivalently i = 1, . . . , d S ). Similarly we quantify this notion as follows. Recall that we have fixed Euclidean norms on each V ρ i .
Definition 2.14. Let r ≥ ε > 0. An element g ∈G is said to be (r, ε)-proximal
We also record here the following simple fact ([8, §4.6]): Lemma 2.15 (Continuity of Cartan projection). Let G be a connected reductive Lie group. There exists a number C G > 0 such that every g, h 1 , . . . , h n ∈ G, we have
Proof. This is immediate from (2.3) and the submultiplicativity of operator norms in each distinguished representation.
For the same reason, we also obtain the multidimensional counterparts to the above Lemma 2.6 and Proposition 2.8 also from [8] .
Lemma 2.16. Let G be a real reductive group and r > 0 a number. Then, there exists a constant
Proposition 2.17. Let G be a real reductive group. For every r > 0, there exists a constant C r > 0 such that for every ∈ N if g 1 , . . . , g are (r, )-proximal elements of G having the property that d(v
6r for all j = 0, . . . , − 1 (where we wrote g 0 := g ) and for all i = 1, . . . , d S , then for all n 1 , . . . , n ∈ N, the product g n . . . g
1 is (2r, 2 )-proximal, and satisfies
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 2.8 and from (2.3) after observing that in each representation ρ i the term | log β(g 1 , . . . , g )| is bounded by | log 6r|.
Analogously to Definition 2.9 we have: Definition 2.18 (Schottky family in G). Let G be as above, r > 0 be given constants. A subset E of G is said to be an (r, )-Schottky family, if for each
2.19. Abels-Margulis-Soifer. An important and non-trivial fact about Zariskidense semigroups of reductive Lie groups, is that every such contains a G-proximal (or R-regular) element, see [11, 45, 42, 68] . Such elements are even Zariski-dense in G [9] .
The following result of Abels-Margulis-Soifer [3, Thm. 6.8] is an important refinement of these facts. It will be of crucial use in our considerations.
Theorem 2.20 (Abels-Margulis-Soifer [3] ). Let G be a connected reductive real Lie group and Γ a Zariski-dense subgroup. Then, there exists 0 < r = r(Γ) such that for all 0 < r, there exists a finite subset F = F (r, ε, Γ) of Γ with the property that for every γ ∈ G, there exists f ∈ F such that γf is (r, )-proximal in G.
An important feature is the Zariski-connectedness of the ambient group. For further use we record the following lemma (also used in [3] ), where this feature is key. 
Existence of limits
The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 from the introduction. We begin with Theorem 1.3.
We need to show that certain sequences of compact subsets of the Cartan Lie algebra a of G converge in Hausdorff metric. To this end we first recall the following well known fact (see [6, Section 4.4 
]).
Lemma 3.1. Let (X, d) be a compact metric space. A sequence (K n ) n∈N of compact subsets of X converges in Hausdorff metric to a compact subset of X if and only if for every δ > 0 there is n 0 ∈ N such that for all n ≥ n 0 and every x ∈ K n we have
Convergence of Cartan projections.
Here we prove the part of Theorem 1.3 regarding the convergence of 1 n κ(S n ). Note first that for every m ≥ 1 and every h ∈ S m we have 1
where M S := sup s∈S κ(s) as follows from Lemma 2.15. We now verify that the conditions for convergence given in Lemma 3.1 are met. Let Γ be semigroup generated by S and let r = r(Γ) > 0 the constant given by Theorem 2.20. Fix numbers δ > 0, ε ∈ (0, r) and let F = F (ε) be the finite subset of Γ given by this theorem. Given an integer n ≥ 1 pick x ∈ 1 n κ(S n ) and g ∈ S n such that x = κ(g)/n. We may apply Theorem 2.20, because Γ is assumed Zariski-dense in G. This gives f ∈ F such that gf is (r, ε)-proximal in G. Then so will be every positive power (gf ) m , m ≥ 1. Hence by Lemma 2.16 we have for all m ≥ 1
However λ((gf ) m ) = mλ(gf ) and by Lemma 2.15,
Note that (gf ) m ∈ S m(n+n f ) , where n f is an integer such that f ∈ S n f . Now pick some element h 0 ∈ S and consider for any k ≥ 1 the element g k := h j 0 (gf ) m , where m and j are the quotient and remainder of the Euclidean division of k by n + n f . Clearly g k ∈ S k . By the triangle inequality:
Making use of Lemma 2.15 again we get:
where M S = sup s∈S κ(s) . The result follows as soon as n is large enough.
3.3. Convergence of Jordan projections. We now turn to the second part of Theorem 1.3 regarding convergence of Jordan projections. Again we will show that the conditions of Lemma 3.1 are met. We first make the following initial remark:
If G is a connected reductive Lie group and S ⊂ G a compact subset with 1 ∈ S, then the sequence
n λ(g) for some g ∈ S n and some n, then for every k ∈ N the fact that 1 ∈ S implies that g m ∈ S k , where k = mn + j is the Euclidean division of k by n.
and the right hand side tends to 0 as k tends to +∞.
The second remark is that convergence may fail in general if 1 / ∈ S and G is not connected, as shown in the following example: λ(S 2n+1 ) = {0} for each n 0. Indeed every element in S 2n+1 has order 2, whereas λ(a n ) = n log α for every n ≥ 1 and a n ∈ S 2n .
Note that in this example, the Zariski-closure G of the semigroup generated by S is not SL 2 (R) but the proper subgroup consisting of diagonal and antidiagonal elements. This is a non-connected reductive group.
We are now ready for the proof of the convergence of 1 n λ(S n ) under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3. Fix δ > 0. Given an integer n ≥ 1 and g ∈ S n , set x = 1 n λ(g). By spectral radius formula, there exists ∈ N such that 1 κ(g ) − λ(g) < δ.
As before, let Γ be semigroup generated by S and let r = r(Γ) > 0 the constant given by Theorem 2.20. Fix some ∈ (0, r) and let F be the finite subset of Γ given by Theorem 2.20. By Theorem 2.20, there exists f ∈ F such that g f is (r, )-proximal. By Lemma 2.15 and (3.1), writing M S := sup s∈S κ(s)
where n f ∈ N such that f ∈ S n f . Now by Lemma 2.16 for all m ≥ 1
Note that for each i = 1, . . . , d S , the attracting points and repelling hyperplanes of ρ i ((g f ) m ) are the same for all m 1; denote them, respectively, by v + i and H < i . Now, fix an arbitrary h 0 ∈ S. By Lemma 2.21 that there exists γ ∈ Γ such that for all i = 1, . . . , d S and j = 1, . . . , n + n f , we have
. Lemma 3.6. Let h be an (r, )-proximal element in G and T ⊂ G a finite subset such that for every t ∈ T and every i = 1, . . . , d S we have ρ i (t)v
. Then, there existsr > 0 such that for everyˆ ∈ (0,r) and every t ∈ T and every m ∈ N, th m is (r,ˆ )-proximal in G, provided m is larger than some m 0 (ε) ∈ N.
Using same notation as in the Tits proximality criterion (Lemma 2.5), for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d S }, we thus have with δ :
Therefore for each such i, the Tits proximality criterion applies to ρ i (th m ) with
, r =r 2 and η :=ˆ 2 , whence the lemma.
Set n γ ∈ N such that γ ∈ S nγ and put T := {γh j 0 | j = 1, . . . , n + n f }. Applying Lemma 3.6, there existsr > 0 such that for everyr ˆ > 0, γh j 0 (g f ) m is (r,ˆ )-proximal for all m m 0 (ˆ ) for some m 0 (ˆ ) ∈ N and j = 1, . . . , n + n f .
Using Lemma 2.15 again, for all 1 j n + n f and m 1, we have
Now by Lemma 2.16 again we have
for all m mˆ and all 1 j n + n f . Now given an integer k ≥ n γ , write k − n γ = m(n + n f ) + j the Euclidean division of k − n γ by n + n f , and set g k = γh j 0 (g f ) m . Note that g k ∈ S k . Then combining the above inequalities we obtain:
Taking n large enough, this ends the proof.
3.7. Coincidence of limits. Continuing with the proof of Theorem 1.3 we now establish that the Hausdorff limits of the Cartan and the Jordan projections coincide. We denote the common limit by J(S) and call it the joint spectrum of S.
Write J c (S), resp. J j (S), for the limit of Cartan projections, resp. Jordan projections. The inclusion J j (S) ⊂ J c (S) follows directly from the spectral radius formula, namely lim n→∞ 1 n κ(g n ) = λ(g) for all g ∈ G, see Corollary 2.11.
The other inclusion follows from the proof in §3.2. Namely there is n 0 = n 0 (S) ∈ N such that for any n ∈ N and g ∈ S n there is f ∈ S i for some i n 0 such that κ(g) − λ(gf ) is bounded by a constant depending on S only. This follows by combining Theorem 2.20 and Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16 as done in §3.2. The inclusion J c (S) ⊂ J j (S) follows easily.
We end this section by an example, showing that when G is not reductive, or equivalently if the group generated by S in Theorem 1.1 is not irreducible, the limit of Cartan projections and Jordan projections may differ.
Example 3.8. Consider the following two matrices in GL 2 (R)
and set S := {a, a −1 , b}. The eigenvalues of an element w ∈ S n are 2 k and 2 −k , where k = n b + n a , where n b is the number of letters b appearing in w, expressed as a word in a ±1 , b, and n a the signed sum of the exponents of a appearing in the word w. From this description we see that the Jordan projections 1 n λ(S n ) converge in Hausdorff distance to the union J j (S) of the two segments {(
The coordinates are chosen so that y = log | det g| and x = log λ 1 (g/ | det g|).
On the other hand
which implies that the singular values of the word b n/2 a −n/2 ∈ S n (say n even) converge to the point ( 1 2 log 2, 0), which lies outside J j (S). A straightforward analysis using words of the form a k b a − yields that every point in the triangle J c (S) := {(x, y) ∈ R 2 : −2x y 2x, 0 x 1 2 log 2} is a limit point of 1 n κ(S n ) and in fact that 1 n κ(S n ) converges to J c (S). 3.9. Realization by sequences. In this paragraph we establish the last claim of Theorem 1.3, namely (1.4). We shall be brief as the argument is very similar to the previous ones. Fix x ∈ J(S). For simplicity we will also use the fact, proved in Theorem 1.4 below, that J(S) is a convex body (this does not introduce any circular argument). It enables us to pick a sequence x n ∈ J(S) in the open Weyl chamber a ++ such that x n → x and x n = 1 |gn| λ(g n ) for some g n ∈ Γ. We write |g| for the smallest integer n such that g ∈ S n . Next we find r > ε > 0 and a finite set F ⊂ Γ such that Theorem 2.20 holds. And we fix some (r, ε)-proximal transformation h ∈ Γ. After possibily changing h into a larger power of it, we can find for each i ≥ 1 transformations f i , f i ∈ F and integers m i such that the transformations {hf i g n i f i } i,n≥m i are all (r, ε)-proximal and form an (r, ε)-Schottky family. We may choose the exponents n of g i as large as we wish. So assume they are so large that
. . , b n , . . .) ∈ S N is chosen so that the letters b i 's are the letters read from left to right in the concatenation of the words a 1 a 2 · . . . a · . . .. Thus every finite word b 1 · . . . · b n is of the form a 1 · . . . a ·ā, whereā is a prefix of a +1 . Then Lemma 2.15 imply that
while Lemma 2.16 and Proposition 2.17 in turn assert that
Since n = 1 |g i |n i +O( ) and
3.10. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We view GL d (C) as a real reductive group (by restriction of scalars from C to R) and D d (R * + ) d be the group of diagonal matrices with real positive entries, which is a maximal split torus of GL d (C). Let G be the Zariski closure of the semigroup Γ := S generated by S. Let G be the connected component of G(R). The algebraic group G is reductive, for otherwise it would have a non-trivial unipotent radical, whose subspace of fixed vectors in C d would be invariant under Γ, contradicting the assumption that Γ acts irreducibly on C d .
We now describe the relationship between the Cartan projection in G and singular values of a matrix in GL d (C). Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, A a maximal real split torus associated to K so that G = KAK is the Cartan decomposition of G as in §2.10. By [63] there is a matrix
At the Lie algebra level this embedding induces a linear embedding:
To avoid confusion we denote by κ G (g) the Cartan projection of an element g ∈ G and κ(γ) the vector of logarithms of singular values of a matrix γ ∈ GL d (C). The folding map:
is the piecewise linear map which reorders the coordinates of x in decreasing order. For every g ∈ G, by definition of the Cartan projection we have g ∈ K exp(κ G (g))K. Therefore it follows from the above that
Now recall that G(R) has finitely many connected components and hence G has finite index in G(R) and Γ meets every coset of G in G(R). So there is n 0 ∈ N such that for every g ∈ Γ there is i ≤ n 0 and f ∈ S i with gf ∈ G. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.15 applied to GL d (C), for every g ∈ GL d (C),
Hence, as before, we can apply Lemma 3.1 to conclude that 1 n κ(S n ) ⊂ C d converges in Hausdorff metric: indeed for some large n pick g ∈ S n , then f ∈ S i , i n 0 with gf ∈ G and approximate x = 1 n κ(g) by π • ι( 1 n κ G (gf )). From the proof of the convergence of Cartan projections in §3.2, we conclude that the sequence 1 n κ G (S n ∩ G) converge to a compact set J G (S) in a + and that 1 n κ(S n ) ⊂ C d converges to:
Note that the map π • ι : a → C d is continuous and piecewise linear with at most d! pieces. This is the folding map alluded to in the introduction. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.1.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 observe first that the inclusion 1 n λ(S n ) ⊂ J(S) follows immediately from the spectral radius formula lim n→+∞ 1 n κ(g n ) = λ(g). For (1.1) simply note that if x ∈ J G (S) ∈ a + and ε > 0, there are arbitrariliy large n ≥ 1 and g ∈ S n ∩ G with x − κ(g)/n < ε. Then by the proof of the convergence of Cartan projections in §3.2, there is some f ∈ S i , i ≤ n 0 such that κ(g) − λ(gf ) is bounded independently of n. This yields (1.1) as n is arbitrarily large. The assertion about the Benoist cone is clear. Theorem 1.2 is now proved. Let G 0 be the connected component of the Zariski closure of S . Note that G 0 ∩ S has finite index in S and so there is k ∈ N such that g k ∈ G 0 for every g ∈ S , and moreover λ(g) = 1 k λ(g k ). Now observe from the proof of the Hausdorff convergence of Jordan projections in Theorem 1.3 given in §3.3 that the exact same argument will work in G 0 ∩ S by choosing, in place of h j 0 ∈ S j different elements h j ∈ S j ∩ G 0 . The only thing one needs to check is that the set of integers j such that S j ∩ G 0 = ∅ contains all large enough integers. This is easy to see under the assumption we made on S. Indeed working in the finite group F = S /( S ∩ G 0 ) things boil down to the following lemma: Lemma 3.11. Let F be a finite group and Σ ⊂ F a generating set. Then there is N ∈ N such that Σ N = F unless Σ is contained in a single coset of some subgroup containing [F, F ].
Proof. Note that n → |Σ n | is a non-decreasing function, so there is N such that
It is straightforward to check that H is a normal subgroup and Σ N , hence Σ, is contained in a single coset of H. Since Σ generates F , F/H is a cyclic group, so [F, F ] H.
Note that the conclusion of this lemma implies that Σ n = F for all large enough integer n.
Properties of the joint spectrum
The aim of this section is to prove Theorems 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8 from the introduction.
4.1. Convexity. Here we prove the first assertion of Theorem 1.4, i.e. that J(S) is convex in a + . The proof is closely related to Benoist's proof of the convexity of the limit cone BC (Γ) (see e.g. [12,  §6.2, 6.3]) .
We keep the notation and terminology of Section 2. Let G be a connected reductive group as before and Γ be a Zariski dense semigroup in G
is uniformly bounded for all k 0 for each i. If i > d S this quantity is independent of k and equals
And the same holds for h. So the above quantity converges to log |λ 1 (π ρ i (g) ρ i (u)π ρ i (h) ρ i (u))| as k goes to ∞. Therefore, we only need to find some u ∈ Γ for which the rank 1 map
The existence of such a u ∈ Γ follows from Lemma 2.21.
We are now in a position to complete the proof of the convexity statement in Theorem 1.4: let x, y ∈ J(S). We need to show that 1 2 (x + y) ∈ J(S). This will follow easily from the above lemma, once we approximate x and y by the Jordan projection of suitable G-proximal elements. Note that by Theorem 1.3 for every δ > 0 and all n ∈ N large enough, we can find g ∈ S n and h ∈ S n such that x − κ(g) n δ and y − κ(h) n δ. And by Theorem 2.20 there is a finite set F ⊂ Γ depending only on Γ such that gf g and hf h are G-proximal for some f g , f h ∈ F . Furthermore, using Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16, we have
for some M 0 depending on Γ only, and similarly for hf h and h. On the other hand, Lemma 4.2 implies that for some u ∈ Γ, there exists a constant M 1 0, such that for all k 1, we have
Now let n fg , n f h , n u ∈ N be such that f g ∈ S n fg , f h ∈ S n f h and u ∈ S nu so that
. Combining (4.1) and (4.2), it follows from the triangle inequality that if n is large enough, we have
for all large enough k. This ends the proof.
Remark 4.3. We note that the convexity of the joint spectrum can also be deduced from the probabilistic characterization as the essential support of the rate function of an i.i.d. random walk supported on S. See [80] and §5.15 below.
Dominated families and Schottky families.
In this paragraph we clarify the relationship between the concept of Schottky family introduced in Definition 2.9 and the concept of dominated family. The latter notion is widely used in dynamics, see in particular [25, 86, 5, 19] . It will be crucial for the continuity properties of the joint spectrum established in the next subsection.
Definition 4.5 (Dominated family).
A relatively compact subset S ⊂ GL n (R) is said to be 1-dominated if there is ε > 0 such that for every large enough n ∈ N and every g ∈ S n , a 2 (g)
There is also a notion of k-dominated family, requiring that each ratio a k+1 (g)/a k (g) be bounded by (1 − ε) n . An important result of Bochi and Gourmelon [19] (see also [22] and for a recent quantitative version [71] ) asserts that every 1-dominated compact set S preserves a salient open cone in R n based at the origin. This is the key to the following Proposition 4.6 (Schottky families versus 1-dominated families). Let S be a relatively compact subset of GL d (R).
(i) (From Schottky to domination) Suppose that there exist n ∈ N and constants r > 0 such that S n is an (r, )-Schottky family. Then S is 1-dominated.
(ii) (From domination to Schottky) Suppose S is 1-dominated. Then there exists r > 0 such that for every ∈ (0, r), there is n ∈ N such that the semigroup ∪ n n S n is an (r, )-Schottky family.
Recall the notation from §2.1. For a proximal g ∈ End(R d ), we denote respectively by v + g and H < g , its attracting line and the supplementary g-invariant hyperplane in P(R d ). Similarly, we set B
We will need the following simple lemma from [30, Lemmas 3.3, 3.4] .
Lemma 4.7. Let g ∈ GL d (R) be such that g is ε-Lipschitz on some open subset of
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Proof of (i). Using Lemma 2.15 we easily see that if S n is 1-dominated for some integer n 1, then S itself is 1-dominated. Therefore, we can assume that S itself is an (r, )-Schottky family. Then for any n 1 every g ∈ S n is ε n -Lipschitz on some neighborhood of v + s for some or any s ∈ S. In view of Lemma 4.7 this implies that
Proof of (ii). For the other direction, we rely on a crucial result of BochiGourmelon according to which if S is 1-dominated, then there exists a dominated splitting for the full shift. Namely by [19, Theorem A] 
for all n ≥ 0 and for some constants C > 0 and τ ∈ (0, 1), where g n := x n−1 · . . . · x 0 . As noted in [19] , by construction, E s (x) depends only on the future x 0 , x 1 , . . ., while E u (x) depends only on the past x −1 , x −2 , . . .. Consequently, as noted there too, E s (x) is disjoint from E u (y) for all x, y ∈ S Z . Indeed E s (x) = E s (z) and E u (y) = E u (z), where z ∈ S Z is defined to have the same future as y and the same past as x. By continuity and compactness this means that there is η > 0 such that d(E u (x), E s (y)) > η for all x, y ∈ S Z . Now note that every element of a 1-dominated family in GL d (R) is necessarily proximal. This follows immediately from the spectral radius formula applied to the exterior power representation ∧ 2 of GL d (R). If g ∈ S n , we may write g = x n−1 . . . x 0 for some x i 's in S. Say x ∈ S Z is defined by x i = x r , where r ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} is the class of i modulo n. Then T n x = x and we conclude that E u (x) and E s (x) are g-invariant and hence sums of generalized eigenspaces. In view of (4.3) and since g is proximal, we conclude that
To get a Schottky family it remains to find r > 0 and for every ε > 0 an integer n ε such that every g ∈ S n for n ≥ n ε is (r, ε)-proximal. Pick r = η/12 and assume that v is a unit vector in 
Combining the last two displayed equations, we see that if n is large enough
We will see in the next paragraph that Proposition 4.6 is useful for deducing various continuity results. The most immediate one is the following well-known fact [25, B.1].
Corollary 4.8. Let Σ be a compact k-dominated subset of GL d (R). Every compact Σ sufficiently close to Σ is also k-dominated. 
Definition 4.9 (G-dominated family).
It is easy to see that this definition is independent of the choice of the distinguished representations. In §2.10 we also defined the notion of (r, ε)-Schottky family in G. By virtue of Proposition 4.6 the following is clear: Proposition 4.10. Let S ⊂ G be a compact subset.
(i) If there is n ∈ N and r ≥ ε > 0 such that S n is an (r, ε)-Schottky family in G, then S is G-dominated. (ii) if S is G-dominated, then there is r > 0 such that for every ε > 0 there is n ε such that ∪ n≥nε S n is an (r, ε)-Schottky family in G.
In view of Theorem 1.3 we also have the following charaterization of G-domination: Proof. By Theorem 1.3 κ(S n ) n converges to J(S) in Hausdorff metric as n tends to infinity. In view of (2.3), if J(S) ⊂ a ++ then there is ε > 0 and n 0 ≥ 1 such that for each i = 1, . . . , d S 1 n log a 1 (ρ i (g)) a 2 (ρ i (g)) ≥ ε for all g ∈ S n . So ρ i (S) is 1-dominated, and conversely.
In fact if S is not assumed to be Zariski-dense, but is G-dominated, then the joint spectrum is well-defined and we have Hausdorff convergence of both 1 n κ(S n ) and 1 n λ(S n ) towards the same limit. We recorded this statement in the introduction as Theorem 1.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. By Proposition 4.6 we may assume that sup n≥n 0 S n is an (r, ε)-Schottky family in G for some r > ε > 0. The result then follows from Proposition 2.17 and Lemma 2.16 exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.3.
4.12.
Continuity properties of the joint spectrum.
Continuity under domination.
Here we give a direct proof of Theorem 1.7. In Section 5 we will give an independent proof of a stronger result, namely the continuity of the Lyapunov spectrum, see Proposition 5.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.7. In view of Proposition 4.6 we may assume that S is an (r, )-Schottky family in G. Set r 1 = r, ε 1 = ε. By continuity of eigenvalues and eigendirections, given r 1 > r 2 > 2 > 1 > 0, there exists δ 1 > 0, such that if d(S, S ) < δ 1 , then S is an (r 2 , 2 )-Schottky family. Let n 0 ∈ N be such that
< , where C r is the constant from Lemma 2.16. By continuity, there exists δ 2 > 0 such that if d(S, S ) < δ 2 , then λ(g 1 ) − λ(g 2 ) < 1 for all g 1 ∈ S n 0 and g 2 ∈ (S ) n 0 . It follows by Proposition 2.17 that given m = n 0 q ∈ N and elements g (1) 1 ·. . .·g (1) m ∈ S m and g
for i = 1, 2 and j = 0, . . . , q − 1, we have
Therefore, if d(S, S ) < min{δ 1 , δ 2 } =: δ(S), for any m = n 0 q ∈ N, we have
Since 1 n λ(S n ) converges to J(S) for the Hausdorff metric by Theorem 1.3, the desired continuity of J(S) follows.
Discontinuities of the joint spectrum.
The joint spectrum is not continuous in general. The continuity properties of the lower joint spectral radius R sub have been studied studied by Bochi-Morris in [20] , who gave a description of the discontinuities of R sub . However, all the examples of discontinuity points of R sub in that work occur at families stabilizing a finite union of proper subspaces. The following simple example inspired from Bochi-Morris [20, §1.4] confirms their insight on the existence of a strongly irreducible set which is a discontinuity point for R sub (and consequently, for the joint spectrum). A variation of this example also yields an irreducible set on which R sub is continuous but the joint spectrum is not. Finally, let α > 1 be a real number. Consider the subsets S 0 = {α id, a, b} and for n 1, S n = {αr n , a, b} of GL 2 (R).
The joint spectrum J(S 0 ) of S 0 is the red region in Figure 3 (for a discussion concerning the precise values in this figure see Subsection 6.2). Similarly, for every n 1, the joint spectrum J(S n ) of S n is the union of the dark gray and red regions, which is obtained as the intersection of the convex hull of the union of J(S) and its reflection (light-red colored area) along the wall of the Weyl chamber corresponding to y-axis, with a + . On the other hand, clearly, S n → S 0 in Hausdorff metric, as n → +∞, showing the discontinuity claim.
In this example, by our choice of the coordinate system (namely log det(g) on y-axis and log λ 1 (
) on the x-axis), the lower joint spectral radius R sub of S k k ∈ N is given by exp(min x∈J(S k ) (x)), where is the linear form given by (x, y) → x + y 2 . Therefore S 0 is also a discontinuity point for R sub .
On the other hand if we take instead α ∈ (0, 1), one gets the same discontinuity phenomenon for the joint spectrum and get the same picture as in Figure  3 but reflected around the x-axis. However, in that case, R sub (S n ) is constant and equal to α for every n ∈ N. In fact, it follows from [20, Corollary 1.7, Corollary 1.9] that S 0 is then a continuity point for R sub .
It is noteworthy to mention that the hypotheses of the main results of [20] on (dis)continuity properties of R sub are naturally expressed only in terms of the joint spectrum of the corresponding set. The underlying mechanism in the previous example can be generalized to give a description of discontinuity points of joint spectrum, see items 4. and 5. in Section 7 and [33].
4.14. Prescribed joint spectrum. In this paragraph we prove Theorem 1.5 from the Introduction showing that every convex body K in the (closed) Weyl chamber can be realized as the joint spectrum of a set S generating a Zariski-dense semigroup. The idea is to start with a subset of simultaneously diagonalizable elements in A whose joint spectrum is already K, select a point in the interior of K and add a finite number of elements in a small neighborhood of that point in order to generate a Zariski-dense subgroup. We have to make sure that this procedure does not alter the joint spectrum. To effect this strategy we need to control the spectral radius of a product, much like in Proposition 2.8, except that our elements need not be (r, ε)-proximal for small ε. The next two lemmas make up for this lack of contraction. Lemma 4.15. Let d ∈ N and η ∈ (0, 1). For every small enough ε > 0 there is a neighborhood V ε of the identity in GL d (R) such that for every u ∈ V ε and every diagonal matrix g ∈ GL d (R), g = diag(µ 1 , . . . , µ d ) such that max i>1 |µ i (g)| (1 − 2η)|µ 1 (g)|, the element gu preserves the ball B([e 1 ], ε) around [e 1 ] ∈ P(V ), acts as a (1 − η)-Lipschitz map on this ball and satisfies λ 2 (gu)
(1 − η)λ 1 (gu) and | log λ 1 (gu) − log λ 1 (g)| ε.
Proof. First note that if
η, then for all diagonal matrices satisfying max i>1 |µ i (g)| (1 − 2η)|µ 1 (g)| we have:
. To see this, simply compute using the formula for the Fubini-Study metric: note that gx ∧ gy |µ 1 (g)µ 2 (g)| x ∧ y and gx |µ 1 (g)||x 1 | and gy |µ 1 (g)||y 1 | and observe that d ([x] , [e 1 ]) ε implies |x 1 | 2 ≥ (1 − ε 2 ) x 2 and similarly for y.
Then pick V ε small enough so that every u ∈ V ε is (1 + ε)-Lipschitz on all of
will follow that all gu, g diagonal as above, u ∈ V ε , will preserve B([e 1 ], ε) and will be (1 − η)-Lipschitz on it. Choosing V ε even smaller if necessary the last two inequalities will hold, by compactness and continuity of matrix eigenvalues. Lemma 4.16. Let η ∈ (0, 1). For every ε > 0 there is d η,ε > 0 with lim ε→0 d η,ε = 1 such that for any point p ∈ P(V ) and any choice of ≥ 1 elements g 1 , . . . , g in GL(V ) which preserve the ball B(p, ε) in P(V ) and act as (1 − η)-Lipschitz maps on this ball, the following holds:
Proof. First we claim that there is d η,ε > 0 as desired such that for every point p and ball B(p, ε) in P(V ) and for every g ∈ GL(V ) which preserves the ball and is (1 − η)-Lipschitz on it, we have for all
Indeed note that the assumption implies that g is proximal with attracting direction [v g ] ∈ B(p, ε), and thus gv g = λ 1 (g) v g . Without loss of generality one may assume that g = 1. The desired inequality then follows by compactness by observing that any limit of the above expression must equal 1. Now let h = g . . . g 1 . Note that h preserves B(p, ε) and acts as a (1−η) -Lipschitz map on it. Since ≥ 1 this implies that h admits a unique fixed point [v h ] ∈ B(p, ε), for some v h ∈ V \ {0}, and that h is proximal with attracting direction [v h ]. In particular hv h = λ 1 (h) v h . Now the lemma follows by applying the estimate (4.4) to each g i with x = g i−1 . . . g 1 v h and taking the product.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let w 0 be a vector lying in the interior of K in a + and a 0 := exp(w 0 ). We will show that the set S := exp(K) ∪ {a 0 F }, for some finite set F ⊂ V ε , where V ε is a sufficiently small neighborhood of 1 in G, satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. Clearly K ⊂ J(S), so we need to show the reverse inclusion.
If g = s 1 . . . s n ∈ S n , we let be the number of indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that s i ∈ a 0 V ε . So g can be written g = a 1 a 0 v 0 · . . . · a a 0 v a +1 , where a j ∈ exp(a + ) for each j = 1, . . . , and v j ∈ V ε . We may assume ≥ 1. Since λ(g) = λ(a +1 ga −1 +1 ), without loss of generality we may assume that a +1 = 1. Set h j = a j a 0 and g j = h j v j for all j = 1, . . . , . Now consider the distinguished representations ρ i , i = 1, . . . , d S defined in §2.10.4. Let p i be the highest weight eigendirection in P(V ρ i ). Note that for each j
for some η > 0 depending only on the choice of w 0 ∈ a ++ . We may thus apply Lemma 4.15 in each V ρ i (with [e 1 ] = p i ) and conclude that for every small enough ε > 0, if the neighborhood V ε is chosen sufficiently small, the ρ i (g j )'s will satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.16 and | log λ 1 (ρ i (g j )) − log λ 1 (ρ i (h j ))| ε. In particular combining the ρ i 's together and using (2.3) we get:
where the O depends only on G. But since w 0 belongs to the interior of the convex set K and ε > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, we see that 1 n λ(g) ∈ K as desired. It remains to verify that we can find v 0 in such a way that S generates a Zariskidense semigroup. This is the content of the following lemma. Theorem 1.5 is now established. Proof. This is standard. Note that the Zariski-closure of a semigroup is a group, so it is enough to find a finite F , which generates a Zariski-dense subgroup. Let G F be the Zariski-closure of the subgroup generated by F . If G F = G for all F , then there is a Zariski-connected algebraic subgroup H G such that (G F ) • = H for all large enough F and hence H has finite index in G F . Also H is normalized by every element in O, hence is normal in G. But this implies that every g ∈ O has finite order in G/H, hence that G/H is made exclusively of elements of finite order. But this means that H has finite index in G, and hence that H = G by connectedness.
4.18. Joint spectrum and joint spectral radius. The notion of joint spectrum encompasses the more classical notion of joint spectral radius. Recall that if S ⊂ GL d (C) is compact, its joint spectral radius is defined as
Therefore, if J(S) denotes as before the joint spectrum in the Weyl chamber Similarly, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 immediately imply the Berger-Wang identity [14] R(S) = lim sup
where λ 1 (.) denotes the spectral radius. The lower joint spectral radius, or joint subradius, can also be directly read off the joint spectrum:
4.19.1. Other representations. More generally if G is a real reductive group, S ⊂ G a compact subset and ρ : G → GL d (R) a finite dimensional representation with highest weight χ ρ ∈ Hom(a, R), then the joint spectral radius of ρ(S) can be read off the joint spectrum J(S) as follows:
Proposition 4.20. We have: log R(ρ(S)) = max{χ ρ (x) : x ∈ J(S)}.
Clearly, the same holds for R sub (ρ(S)) replacing the maximum with the minimum in the previous expression. 4.20.1. Outer envelope and positive boundary. In the spirit of Kostant's article [56] one can introduce a natural ordering on a + by setting x ≤ y if θ(x) ≤ θ(y) for every dominant weight θ. By [56, Theorem 3.1], x y if and only if λ 1 (ρ(exp x)) λ 1 (ρ(exp y)) for every finite dimensional linear representation ρ of G. It is easy to check that x y if and only if x is contained in the conxex hull in a of the orbit W y of the Weyl group W . In accordance with Bochi's terminology in [16] we define the outer-envelope O(S) of S to be the closed convex hull of the Weyl group orbit of J(S) in a, and we define its positive boundary to be
where ∂O(S) is the boundary of O(S) in a. The positive boundary is related to the joint spectral radius of linear representations. The set of dominant weights of finite dimensional representations of a real reductive group G forms a dense set of directions in the Weyl chamber a + . Given Proposition 4.20 the following is then clear: if S, S are compact subsets generating Zariski-dense subgroups of G, we have:
Proposition 4.21. O(S) ⊂ O(S ) if and only if R(ρ(S))
R(ρ(S )) for every finite dimensional linear representation ρ of G. Moreover
where the intersection runs over all linear representations ρ of G with highest weight χ ρ .
4.21.1. Joint spectrum and asymptotic joint displacement. In [65] and [31] a geometric analogue to the notion of joint spectral radius was studied for subsets of isometries of an arbitrary metric space (X, d), namely:
when S ⊂ Isom(X). This quantity does not depend on the choice of x and was called the asymptotic joint displacement in [31] . When X is a symmetric space of non-compact type it turns out that (S) can easily be read off the joint spectrum in G = Isom(X) • , which is a semisimple Lie group. Indeed we have:
where · is the Euclidean norm on a induced by the Killing form. A related quantity, the asymptotic translation length, can be defined by
In [31, Theorem 1.2] a geometric Berger-Wang identity was established to the effect that (S) = λ ∞ (S) for all S. We see now (at least when S generates a Zariskidense subgroup of G or under G-domination assumption) that this also follows from the identity of the two limits in Theorems 1.3 and 1.6. In the next paragraph we prove this more generally when the Euclidean norm on a is replaced by an arbitrary W -invariant norm. 
is at a bounded distance from a norm like pseudometric d N Ω on G, i.e.
Norm like metrics are defined as follows: given a W -invariant norm
, where κ(x) is the Cartan projection defined in §2.10. It is an exercise to prove that d N (x, y) does indeed satisfy the triangle inequality. In view of the above, we can understand the asymptotic joint displacement in the (pseudo-)metric space (G, ρ) and read it off the joint spectrum of Ω, thus establishing a Berger-Wang identity for word metrics on reductive groups. Namely defining (S) and λ ∞ (S) as in (4.5) and (4.6) for d Ω we have:
Proposition 4.22 (Berger-Wang for word metrics). Let d Ω be a word metric on G as defined above and S ⊂ G be a compact subset generating a Zariski-dense subgroup. Then
Proof. First observe that (S) λ ∞ (S) (see also [31] ). In view of (4.7) we only need to check (4.
Now the desired identity follows from Theorem 1.3.
We pass to the proof of Theorem 1.8. Proof. Since G is connected S generates G. By Theorem 1.4 J(S) has non empty interior in a. In particular every point x in the interior of J(S) is R-regular in the sense that α i (x) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , d S . Given an arbitrarily small ε > 0 we may thus find n ∈ N and g ∈ S n such that λ(g)/n − x < ε and g is R-regular. Let A g be the unique maximal R-split torus containing g and W g its Weyl group. For every w ∈ W g there is g w ∈ G representing w. For k ∈ N consider the element h k,w = g w g k g −1 w . Note that g w ∈ S ng for some n g ∈ N, since S generates G. And h k,w ∈ A g . Now considering the Jordan projection of products of the form w∈Wg h kw,w for large integers k w and passing to the limit as each k w → +∞ and as ε → 0 we see that every point in the convex hull of Weyl group orbit of x belongs to J(S). Hence O(S) ∩ a + ⊂ J(S).
Proof of Theorem 1.8. In view of (4.7) and the previous lemma it is enough to show that O(S) is precisely the unit ball of the norm N S on a. Now since S n = {g ∈ G : d S (1, g) n} it is clear from (4.7) and Theorem 1.3 that J(S) is contained in the unit ball of N S . Conversely since N S is W -invariant, we only need to check that every x ∈ a + with N S (x) 1 lies in J(S). But g n = exp(nx) has κ(g n ) = nx, so N S (κ(g n )) n and hence by (4.7) g n ∈ S n+C for some constant C ∈ N. Therefore as n → +∞ x = 4.24. Joint spectrum and Benoist cone. Recall that in [9] Benoist introduced an interesting invariant of Zariski-dense semigroups in reductive algebraic groups. If Γ is a Zariski dense semigroup in a reductive real algebraic group G, and we choose a Cartan decomposition G = KA + K, we may define the limit cone BC(Γ) ⊂ a + as the closed cone based at the origin spanned by all Jordan projections λ(γ), γ ∈ Γ. This cone is invariant under conjugation. Benoist showed that it has non-empty interior. If Γ is compactly generated and S is a compact generating set, then we clearly have: Proposition 4.25. The joint spectrum J(S) spans the Benoist cone BC(Γ), i.e. BC(Γ) = {tx : t ≥ 0, x ∈ J(S)}.
5.
The Lyapunov vector for random products 5.1. Lyapunov vector and non-empty interior. In this subsection, we prove Theorem 1.9 from the introduction, which also completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Apart from Abels-Margulis-Soifer's Theorem 2.20 and additivity properties of (r, )-Schottky families (Proposition 2.16), the main input of our argument will be the non-degeneracy of the Gaussian distribution in the central limit theorem on linear groups. This non-degeneracy result was first proved with an exponential moment hypothesis for SL(d, R) by Goldsheid-Guivarc'h [43] , then for linear real semisimple groups by Guivarc'h [46] and finally with a second moment hypothesis on reductive groups by Benoist-Quint [13, 12] . It reads [12] ). Let G be as in Theorem 1.3 and µ be a probability measure of finite second order moment on G. Suppose that the support of µ generates a Zariski dense semigroup in G. Then
where Y n is the random walk at time n and N (0, σ µ ) is a Gaussian distribution on a centered at the origin and whose support is a subspace a µ containing
The following lemma gives a criterion for a point to belong to the relative interior of the joint spectrum. As before S is a compact subset of the connected reductive group G and generates a Zariski-dense subgroup.
Lemma 5.3. Let b be a linear subspace of a and let x ∈ J(S). Assume that for every linear form on a with b ⊂ ker( ) and for every n 1, there exists y n ∈ κ(S n ) such that lim n→+∞ (y n − nx) = +∞. Then, x belongs to the interior of J(S) ∩ (b + x) in the affine subspace b + x. In particular, when b = a, x ∈ int(J(S)).
Proof. Since J(S) is convex by the first part of Theorem 1.4 we only need to show that for every linear form with b ⊂ ker( ), there exists z ∈ J(S), with (z) > (x). Say y n = κ(g n ) for some g n ∈ S n . By Theorem 2.20 there are r > 0 and a finite set F ⊂ ∪ n S n such that for all n there is f n ∈ F such that g n f n is (r, ε)-proximal in G. Set z n = λ(g n f n )/m, where m is such that g n f n ∈ S m . Note that m − n is bounded. Then clearly z n ∈ J(S) and Lemmas 2.15, 2.16 guarantee that nz n −y n remains bounded, say by C > 0. Then
which becomes > (x) when n is large enough. This ends the proof.
In the next lemma, we observe that Theorem 5.2 implies that the criterion of the previous lemma is satisfied for the subspace b = a µ .
Lemma 5.4. Let c > 0 and be a linear form on a such that a µ ⊂ ker( ). Then for every large enough n there is y n ∈ κ(S n ) such that (y n − n λ µ ) c √ n.
Proof. Let ν µ denote the limit gaussian distribution on a µ given by Theorem 5.2. Since ν µ is non-degenerate and ker( ) ⊃ a µ for any c > 0, ν µ ({y ∈ a, (y) = c}) = 0. Therefore by Theorem 5.2
Since the left hand side is strictly positive, the result follows.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1.9. The previous lemma shows that λ µ belongs to the interior of J(S) ∩ ( λ µ + a µ ) in the affine space λ µ + a µ . In particular the affine span of J(S) contains λ µ + a µ . So it only remains to show the opposite inclusion. But the key non-degeneracy claim in Theorem 5.2 says that a S ⊂ a µ . Therefore it suffices to look at the projected random walk on the abelian quotient G/[G, G] and everything boils down to the following easy observation: if Σ is a compact subset of R k and µ a probability measure on R k with Supp(ν) = Σ, then the vector subspace supporting the affine span of Σ in R k coincides with the support of the limiting gaussian distribution in the central limit theorem for sums of i.i.d. random variables with common law ν.
This establishes that the affine span of J(S) in a is indeed λ µ + a µ . The claim about the Benoist cone is clear. This ends the proof of Theorem 1.9. Moreover note that by the previous observation, since a S ⊂ a µ , we have a µ = a unless S is contained in a coset of a proper closed subgroup of G containing [G, G] . This ends the proof of the remaining part of Theorem 1.4.
We end this subsection by recording the following consequence of the above:
Proposition 5.5. Let G be a connected real semisimple linear algebraic group and let µ be a probability measure on G. Suppose that the support of µ generates a Zariski dense semigroup Γ of G with Benoist cone BC(Γ) and that µ has a finite second order moment. Then, we have λ µ ∈ int(BC(Γ)).
Indeed, if the support of µ is bounded, then Theorem 1.9 gives a more precise result via Proposition 4.25. If the support of µ is not bounded, the proof follows mutatis mutandis using the same argument as in Lemmata 5.3 and 5.4. We omit the details to avoid repetitions. 5.6. Continuity of Lyapunov exponents in case of domination. Continuity (and discontinuity) properties of Lyapunov exponents have long been studied starting, in the context of linear cocycles, with Ruelle [76] , Furstenberg-Kifer [40] , Le Page [59] , Peres [66, 67] . More recent works in this direction include articles [23, 24] and surveys [25, 36, 84, 85] . In particular, the continuity of Lyapunov exponents under a domination condition, see Proposition 5.7 below, is well-known for G = GL d (R) or SL d (R). Its classical proof uses the existence of continuous dominated splittings and the consequent fact that under domination, one can express the Lyapunov vector of a measure as a suitable integral with respect to this measure (see for example [25, Section 12 .1], [21, Corollary 2.4, (1.7)]). Below, we give a more direct proof of this continuity for general G under a G-domination assumption, using properties of (r, )-Schottky families. This point of view will be helpful in the proof of Theorem 1.11 below.
Let G be a connected linear reductive group and let S be a compact subset of G. Denote by P(S N ) the set of probability measures on the compact S N . The set P(S N ) is a compact convex subset of the Banach space of finite signed measures on S N . Let P erg (S N ) be the set of ergodic probability measures on S N , i.e. the set of extremal points of the convex P(S N ). Recall also that the set P erg (S N ) is a dense subset of P(S N ) and for each β ∈ P erg (S N ), there corresponds a Lyapunov vector λ(β) ∈ a + defined by Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem for β-a.s. b = (b 1 , . . . , ) ∈ S N as the limit of
Proposition 5.7. Let S be a compact set in G satisfying the full G-domination condition (see Definition 4.9). The map φ :
Proof. Since S is G-dominated, thanks to Lemma 2.16 and Proposition 4.6 for
Now, we need to show that given δ > 0, if β 2 ∈ P erg (S N ) is sufficiently close to a fixed β 1 ∈ P erg (S N ), then λ(β 1 ) − λ(β 2 ) < δ for some fixed norm on a. Fix such a δ > 0. By Proposition 4.6, there exists r > 0 such that fixing some ∈ (0, r), if n ∈ N is large enough (say larger than n ∈ N), then S n is an (r, )-Schottky family. Let C r > 0 be the constant given by Proposition 2.17. Fix some n 0 n such that
1, where d G is a fixed Riemannian metric on G. Let M > 0 be the diameter of a compact subset K of a + such that λ(S n ) n ∈ K for every n 1. Now, consider a partition of S n 0 into k η subsets B 1 , . . . , B kη of diameter at most η and such that β 1 (∂B j ) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , k η (one can always guarantee this by a small perturbation of the partition). Finally let ρ > 0 be small enough constant so that M k η ρ < δ 2 . Let β 1,n 0 = p n 0 * (β 1 ) and β 2,n 0 = p n 0 * (β 2 ) be the push-forwards of β 1 and β 2 by the map p n 0 : S N → S n 0 given by b = (b 1 , . . .) → b 1 . . . . .b n 0 . By continuity, it follows that if β 2 is close enough to β 1 , then |β 1,n 0 (B i ) − β 2,n 0 (B i )| < ρ for each i = 1, . . . , k η . So fix such a β 2 . By Birkhoff's ergodic theorem, it is easy to see that for i ∈ {1, 2}, there exists X i ⊂ S N with β i (X i ) = 1 and such that for every
n ) → λ(β i ) as n → +∞ and for m = qn 0 and = 1, . . . , q ∈ N, denoting the element b
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.17, for i = 1, 2, we have
Furthermore, for j = 1, . . . , k η , fixing some element h j ∈ B j , for i = 1, 2, we have
Putting the inequalities (5.2) and (5.3) together, we get
1 . . . . .b
(1)
as desired.
Remark 5.8. It follows from the above proof that if a set S of GL d (R) is kdominated, then the sum of first k Lyapunov exponents depends continuously on the ergodic measures on S N . In particular, if S is i-dominated for i = 1, . . . , k, all first k Lyapunov exponents are continuous.
Remark 5.9. As is well-known the dependence of Lyapunov exponents to the ergodic measures on S N for an arbitrary compact set S is not continuous in general.
As a simple example, let S = {a, r} where a ∈ SL(2, R) is an hyperbolic element and r ∈ SO(2, R) such that
It is immediate to see that for every s < 1, λ(µ s ) = 0 and λ(µ 1 ) = λ 1 (a) > 0.
5.10. Lyapunov spectrum. Denote by Lyap(S) the Lyapunov spectrum of S, i.e. the set of all possible Lyapunov vectors of ergodic measures on S N , that is
Different properties of the Lyapunov spectrum for more general linear cocycles, such as properties of extremal orbits and ergodic measures, density of Lyapunov vectors of periodic measures, have been studied in detail in the context of noncommutative ergodic optimization [16, 51, 52] , for example by Feng [37, 38] , Morris [60] , Kalinin [54] , Bochi-Rams [21] , Bochi [16] .
Below, we prove Theorem 1.11 from the introduction and show in fact that each point in the relative interior of joint spectrum can be realized as the Lyapunov vector of some k-step Markov measure (see Remark 5.12) . Furthermore, recall that by Theorem 1.9, the Lyapunov vectors of i.i.d. measures belong to the relative interior of the joint spectrum. We also give an example in Proposition 1.10, where the set of Lyapunov vectors of i.i.d. measures (i.e. 0-step Markov measures) does not fill the interior of joint spectrum and is a proper compact subset therein.
5.10.1. Proof of Theorem 1.11. We start with a lemma which enables us to approximate any given finite subset of the joint spectrum using a Schottky family. A similar result appears in [81] .
Lemma 5.11. Let S be a compact subset generating a Zariski-dense semigroup Γ in a connected reductive linear group G. For all t ∈ N and η > 0, given any t points x 1 , . . . , x t in the relative interior of the joint spectrum J(S) of S, for i = 1, . . . , t, there exist n i ∈ N, g i ∈ S n i with the property that λ(g i ) n i − x i < η and {g 1 , . . . , g t } is an (r, )-Schottky family for some r > 0.
Proof. The proof is similar to many of our earlier arguments involving Theorem 2.20. We spell out the details for the reader's convenience. We first show that there exist (r, )-proximal elements h 1 , . . . , h t in Γ with
There are r > > 0 and a finite subset F in Γ such that the conclusion of Theorem 2.20 holds. For each f ∈ F , fix n f ∈ N with f ∈ S n f . Now by Theorem 1.3 there exist m i ∈ N, h i ∈ S m i such that 
3 for i = 1, . . . , t and {h 1 , . . . , h t } is a collection of (r, )-proximal elements. Now let us prove the full claim. As in Lemma 2.21, it follows by Zariski connectedness and irreducibility of distinguished representations (
that there exists γ ∈ Γ, say γ ∈ S nγ , with the property that for every j = 1, . . . , d S and i 1 , i 2 ∈ {1, . . . , t}, we have ρ j (γ)v i , we see that g i ∈ S n i , || 1 n i λ(g i ) − x i || η. Now replacing g i 's by their large enough (depending on ρ and ) powers g i 's, the desired conclusion is obtained for {g 1 , . . . , g t }.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1.11. Brouwer's fixed point theorem is used at the end to show the claimed surjectivity. A similar idea was used by Thi Dang in her thesis [34] .
Proof of Theorem 1.11. Let x ∈ a ++ be in the relative interior of J(S). Choose t = rk(G) + 1 points x 1 , . . . , x t in the relative interior of J(S) such that x belongs to the interior of the convex hull of the x i 's. Choose elements g i ∈ S n i satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 5.11. Note that replacing n i 's by pn i 's for some large p ∈ N, i.e. passing to p th -powers of g i 's (this does not modify the conclusions of Lemma 5.11), we can suppose that n i M for each i = 1, . . . , t, where the large constant M is to be specified later. For i = 1, . . . , t, denote by C i an n i -tuple (b
Denote by Σ the set {1, . . . , t} seen as an alphabet of t letters. Denote by σ the shift map on Σ Z . Let T t be the t − 1-dimensional simplex of Bernoulli probability measures on Σ Z . For s = (s 1 , . . . , s t ) ∈ T t (i.e. s i 0 and s i = 1), denote the corresponding Bernoulli measure on Σ Z by β s . Now define a roof function r : Σ → N + , by setting r(i) = n i for i = 1, . . . , t. Consider the associated discrete suspension/Kakutani skyscraper (Σ,β s ,σ). This system is ergodic. Define the map Ψ :Σ → S Z by setting for j := (. . . , j −1 , j 0 , j 1 , . . .) ∈ Σ Z and k ∈ [0, r(j 0 ) − 1], ψ((j, k)) to be the sequence b ∈ S N given by the concatenation of finite words (. . . , C j −1 , C j 0 , C j 1 , . . .) such that the k th -letter of C j 0 is at the 0 th -position. Letθ s denote the push-forward Ψ * βs on S Z and θ s the push-forward ofθ s on S N . Denote also by σ the shift on S N . The system (S N , θ s , σ) is by construction a factor of the suspension (Σ,β s ,σ) and thus it is automatically ergodic since its extension is. In other words we have the commuting system of measure preserving maps as below:
Since the set {g 1 , . . . , g t } is an (r, )-Schottky family, it follows from Proposition 4.6 that S satisfies the G-domination condition of Definition 4.9. This in turn allows us to use Proposition 5.7 to conclude that the map φ : T t → J(S) defined by φ(s) = λ(θ s ) is continuous. Now, it follows by construction of the ergodic measure θ s for s = (s 1 , . . . , s t ) ∈ T t that along θ s -almost every orbit b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . .) ∈ S N what we see after an initial segment of uniformly bounded length (≤ max i=1,...,t n i ) is a concatenation of finite words corresponding to C i 's for i = 1, . . . , t. By ergodicity (i.e. Birkhoff's ergodic theorem), there is a shift-invariant θ s -full measure set (S N ) such that the asymptotic proportion of appearances of a C i in an element b = (b 1 , . . . , ) ∈ (S N ) is equal to s i for i = 1, . . . , t. Clearly, we can also suppose that for every b ∈ (S N ) , we have lim k
Since for each such and k, we have k
, given any δ > 0, we can choose M large enough (depending only on C r and δ) so as to deduce from (5.4) that
As a consequence, by pre-composing the map φ : T t → J(S) by a suitable linear automorphism, it follows easily from Brouwer's fixed point theorem (in the form given say in [75, Lemma 7.21] ) that there exists s ∈ T t with λ(θ s ) = x, proving the theorem.
Remark 5.12 (Gibbs measures).
Note that the ergodic measuresθ s on S Z constructed in the previous correspond to renewal systems [4] . In particular, the above argument shows that one can realize any point in the relative interior of the joint spectrum as the Lyapunov vector of a Gibbs measure (unique equilibrium state) corresponding to a locally constant potential. Such measures are also called generalized Markov measures or k-step Markov measures.
Remark 5.13 (Extremal points of the joint spectrum). When S is G-dominated any extremal point on the boundary of the joint spectrum J(S) can also be realized as the Lyapunov vector of an element of P erg (S N ). This follows from the expression of the Lyapunov vector of an ergodic probability measure β as an integral of a function with respect to β and the ergodic decomposition.
5.13.1. i.i.d. Lyapunov spectrum. We prove Proposition 1.10. The is a simple consequence of the continuity properties of Lyapunov vectors proved by Hennion and Furstenberg-Kifer [49, 40] and of Theorem 1.9.
Proof of Proposition 1.10. Clearly, the joint spectrum of S is equal to [0, log R(S)] where R(S) > 0 is the joint spectral radius of S (in passing, it is easy to see that R(S) = λ 1 (ab), where as usual λ 1 (.) denotes the largest modulus of eigenvalues). For p ∈ [0, 1], denote the probability measure
Since for any finite word ω in the alphabet S = {a, b}, exchanging a and b does not alter the operator norm of the corresponding products, we get that for each p ∈ [0, 1], one has φ S (p) = φ S (1 − p). By [49, 40] we know that φ S is continuous on (0, 1). By Theorem 1.9 for p ∈ (0, 1) we have φ S (p) ∈ (0, log R(S)), to show the claim, we only need to show lim p→1 − φ S (p) = 0. This is easy: note first that for each p ∈ (0, 1) and every n ∈ N, we have
On the other hand, by subadditivity of the sequence (E µp [log ||Y n ||]) n 1 , one has φ S (p) = inf n 1 1 n E p [log ||Y n ||]. Therefore, it follows from (5.5) that for each fixed p and every n ∈ N, we have
The claim follows.
Remark 5.14. Note that in the example of Proposition 1.10, the two parabolic isometries are conjugate to each other via the non-trivial element of the Weyl group of the diagonal matrices. It is not hard to see that many similar examples can be constructed, say by pair of unipotents or hyperbolic elements conjugate to each other by the Weyl group element of a split torus. Similarly, one can generalize these examples to higher rank.
5.15.
Large deviations of random products of matrices. In this paragraph, we briefly discuss another probabilistic aspect of random walks on linear groups where the notion of joint spectrum appears naturally, namely large deviations in connection with the second author's work [80] . Let (Y n = X n . . . . .X 1 ) n 1 be an i.i.d. random walk on a connected linear reductive group G. Consider the stochastic process given by ( 1 n κ(Y n )) n 1 . It was shown in [80] that if the probability measure µ governing the random walk on G has a finite exponential moment and if its support generates a Zariski-dense semigroup, then the sequence ( 1 n κ(Y n )) n 1 satisfies a large deviation principle (LDP) with a proper convex rate function I µ : a + → [0, +∞] which admits a unique zero on the Lyapunov vector λ µ .
If the probability measure µ on G has bounded support, then the random variables 1 n κ(Y n ) remain confined in a bounded region of a + . Hence the rate function I µ is +∞ outside of that bounded region. In this case it is therefore natural to determine the effective support {x ∈ a + : I µ (x) < +∞}. The following theorem, proven in [80] , relates it to the joint spectrum:
Theorem 5. 16 ([80] ). Let G be a connected real linear reductive group and let µ be a probability measure on G, whose support generates a Zariski-dense semigroup in G. Then, 1. The effective support D Iµ = {x ∈ a + | I µ (x) < ∞} is a convex subset of a + . 6. An example of non-polygonal joint spectrum
In this section we prove Proposition 1.12 from the introduction. We will exhibit a finite subset T ⊂ G := SL(2, R) × SL(2, R), which generates a Zariski dense semigroup and whose joint spectrum in the Weyl chamber R + ×R + is not a polygon. More precisely we will show the following: Proposition 6.1. There exists a pair a, b ∈ SL 2 (R) of non-commuting hyperbolic matrices with spectral radius
] is a surjective strictly concave increasing function, which is differentiable at x ∈ (0, 1) if and only if x / ∈ Q.
The proof will make key use of the notion of Sturmian sequences as in the work of Bousch-Mairesse [29] , Hare-Morris-Sidorov-Theys [48] , Morris-Sidorov [62] and Jenkinson-Pollicott [53] . In fact a concrete family of examples of pairs a, b for which Proposition 6.1 holds is as follows: Before we pass to the details, we first record some facts about hyperbolic elements in SL 2 (R) and give two easier examples in SL(2, R) × SL(2, R) with polygonal joint spectrum.
6.2. Some ingredients from hyperbolic geometry. We recall that PSL 2 (R) is the group of orientation preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane. We will work in disc model and let D be the Poincaré disc and ∂D its boundary. A matrix a ∈ SL 2 (R) is called hyperbolic if its spectral radius λ 1 (a) is > 1. The transformation a has two fixed points on ∂D: an attracting fixed point x + a and a repelling one x − a . The hyperbolic geodesic (x − a , x + a ) =: axis(a) is called the translation axis of a. It is the set of x ∈ D where d(ax, x) is minimal, where d is the hyperbolic metric on D. This minimal quantity is called the translation length of a and we denote it by τ a . We have τ a = d(ax, x) for every x ∈ axis(a) and τ a = 2 log λ 1 (a).
We shall refer to two hyperbolic elements a, b ∈ SL(2, R) with disjoint translation axes as being in the same direction if their fixed points on the boundary circle ∂D are located in this order (
). Lemma 6.3. Let a, b ∈ SL(2, R) be two hyperbolic elements with disjoint translation axes and in the same direction. Let d > 0 denote the distance between their translation axes. We have
Proof. One computes explicitly the trace of ab in terms of that of a, b and the distance d. We omit the routine calculation.
Given a finite word w in the alphabet {0, 1}, we denote by w(a, b) the element of SL(2, R) obtained by replacing 0 by a and 1 by b, and taking the corresponding product in SL(2, R). Lemma 6.5. Let a, b be as in Lemma 6.3 and w, w be two finite words in the alphabet {0, 1} that differ by at most different letters. Then
Proof. We may write w = a 1 x 1 a 2 x 2 . . . a x and w = a 1 y 1 a 2 y 2 . . . a y for some subwords a i 's and letters x i , y i ∈ {0, 1}. Now by (6.2) and Remark 6.4 we see that
A similar inequality holds for τ w (a,b) and taking the difference yields the lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Let a, b be as in Lemma 6.3 and assume that τ b ≥ τ a +2d+1. Let w be a finite word in {0, 1}. Ifw is a word obtained from w by replacing one occurrence of 0 by 1, then τw (a,b) τ w(a,b) + 1.
Proof. If w does not contain any occurrence of 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose it does. Then we may conjugate it cyclically (this does not change the translation length) and assume that the replaced letter 0 appears at the end of w, i.e. w = w 0 andw = w 1. The elements w (a, b) and a as well as w (a, b) and b satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 6.3 and the result follows immediately from (6.2).
6.7. Some polygonal examples. We say that a bounded set S ⊂ Mat(d, R) has (Lagarias-Wang) finiteness length n ∈ N for the (upper) joint spectral radius if n is the least natural number such that there exists g ∈ S n with R(S) = λ 1 (g) 1 n , where we recall that R(S) stands for the joint spectral radius of S and λ 1 (g) is the spectral radius of the matrix g. If there is no such n, we say that S is a finiteness counterexample. We define similarly the finiteness length of S for the lower joint spectral radius R sub (S).
Recall that it had been conjectured in [58] that every finite set of matrices has finite finiteness length for the upper joint spectral radius. This was first refuted by Bousch-Mairesse [29] . We note the following: Lemma 6.8. Let a, b be are two hyperbolic elements in SL 2 (R) as in Lemma 6.6. Then {a, b} has finiteness of length 1 for both the upper and lower joint spectral radii.
Proof. Let n ∈ N. Applying Lemma 6.6 repeatedly we see that τ a n τ w(a,b) τ b n for every word w of length n. The lemma follows.
Example. Let a, b be are two hyperbolic elements in SL 2 (R) as in Lemma 6.6. Consider the subset S of G given by S = {(a, a), (b, b), (a, b)}. Using Lemma 6.6 it is straightforward to verify that the joint spectrum J(S) of S is the red triangle shown in Figure 4 below. Indeed replacing each letter (a, a) by (a, b) in a finite word in S does not alter the spectral radius of the first coordinate, but increases that of the second coordinate by Lemma 6.6. Observe moreover that the set S generates a Zariski dense semigroup and has finiteness of length 1 for the joint spectrum in the sense that co(λ(S)) = J(S) where co(.) denotes the convex hull and λ(.) is the Jordan projection.
Example. This time let a and b be two hyperbolic elements with disjoint axes and in the same direction satisfying τ a = τ b . It follows from (6.2) and Remark 6.4 that the set {a, b} has finiteness of length 1 for the lower joint spectral radius. It is also not difficult to verify (see [32] for details) that it has finiteness of length 2 for the (upper) joint spectral radius. Setting S 1 = {(a, a), (a, b), (b, a)}, it follows that J(S 1 ) is the square shown in Firgure 5 below. Moreover, the set S has finiteness of length 2 for the joint spectrum. We also note that setting S 2 := S 1 ∪ {(b, b)}, we have J(S 1 ) = J(S 2 ). Setting S 3 := S 2 ∪ {(e, e)}, we have J(S 3 ) = co(J(S 2 ) ∪ {(0, 0}), which is a rhombus with vertices (0, 0), ( 6.9. A non-polygonal joint spectrum in SL(2, R) × SL(2, R). In preparation for the proof of Proposition 6.1, we recall some useful results from [29, 48, 62, 53] . 6.9.1. Sturmian pairs of matrices. We first recall the notion of sturmian measure on the space of one-sided infinite words in two letters Ω := {0, 1} N endowed with the left shift σ : Ω → Ω sending w := x 0 x 1 x 2 . . . to σ(w) = x 1 x 2 . . .. If w ∈ {0, 1} N we denote by w n its prefix of length n ∈ N, i.e. its first n digits.
For every α ∈ [0, 1], there exists a σ-invariant Borel probability measure µ α on Ω such that for µ α -almost every w ∈ Ω and for every n ∈ N | − nα + N 1 (w n )| < 1, where N 1 (w n ) denotes the number of digits 1 occuring in w n . The measure µ α is unique up to equivalence and is called the sturmian measure with parameter α on Ω. The measure µ α is σ-ergodic. Its parameter α is rational if and only if µ α -a.e. word in Ω is pre-periodic. We refer the reader to [29] for this background. Now let a, b be two matrices in M d (R) and set S = {a, b}. According to the Berger-Wang identity [14] the joint spectral radius R(S) satisfies:
It is not hard to show, see [35, Thm. 3.1] , that there always exists w ∈ {0, 1} N such that log R(S) = lim n 1 n log w n (a, b) .
We shall say that the (ordered) pair (a, b) is sturmian if the following stronger property holds: there is a unique α ∈ [0, 1] such that for µ α -almost every infinite word w, we have log R({a, b}) = lim n 1 n log λ 1 (w n (a, b)).
For a sturmian pair (a, b), we shall refer to the parameter α ∈ [0, 1] as sturmian parameter of the pair. Note then that (b, a) is sturmian with paramater 1 − α.
A pair (a, b) is called full sturmian if for every t > 0, the pair (a, tb) is sturmian. In [53] , Jenkinson-Pollicott exhibited an explicit open subset E of M 2 (R) 2 consisting of full sturmian pairs. Given a full sturmian pair (a, b), we denote by
the map sending t > 0 to the sturmian parameter p(t) of the pair (a, tb).
As shown in [53, Thm. 9]) for every pair in E, the parameter mapping p is continuous, non-decreasing and surjective with the property that p −1 (α) is a singleton if α ∈ [0, 1] is irrational and a closed interval of positive length of α is rational.
Note that the above results immediately imply the existence of uncountably many pairs which are finiteness counterexamples for the joint spectral radius: given a full sturmian pair (a, b), for every t such that the value p(t) is irrational S t := {a, tb} is a finiteness counterexample. Likewise, the uniqueness of sturmian measures implies the existence of a finiteness counterexample in SL(2, R) as shown in [65, §2.3] ) thanks to a remark of I. Morris that for every s ≥ 1 the pair (a, b (s) ) given in (6.1) belongs to the aforementioned set E. 6.9.2. Ratio-constrained joint spectral radius function. Let (u, v) be a pair of matrices in M d (R). We define their ratio-constrained joint spectral radius function I : [0, 1] → R + by
where, as before, for an infinite word w in the alphabet {0, 1}, w n denotes the prefix of length n and N 1 (w n ) the number of occurrences of 1 in w n . Also as before λ 1 (g) is the spectral radius of g ∈ M d (R). We note that a very similar function has been studied by Morris-Sidorov [62] for a particular pair of unipotent elements of SL(2, R) and our study in this paragraph is similar to theirs, except we deal with hyperbolic matrices. Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 6.5 above and the fact that τ x = 2 log λ 1 (x) for a hyperbolic matrix x ∈ SL 2 (R). We leave the details to the reader.
We now assume from now on that the pair (a, b) is as in Lemma 6.6 and is also full sturmian in the sense of Jenkinson-Pollicott as recalled above, i.e. (a, tb) is sturmian for every t > 0. We further assume that the parameter mapping p : R * + → [0, 1] is continuous, non-decreasing and surjective with the property that p −1 (α) is a singleton if α ∈ [0, 1] is irrational and a closed interval of positive length of α is rational. The pairs (a, b (s) ) of (6.1) will satisfy these assumptions. We denote by S the set {a, b} and for t > 1, we put S t := {a, tb} ⊂ GL 2 (R). Proof. Let β > α. If w is a word of length n in {0, 1} with |N 1 (w) − αn| < εn, then changing (β−α)n digits 0 into 1's, we obtain a word w with |N 1 (w )−βn| < εn+1. Moreover Lemma 6.6 implies that τ w (a,b) ≥ τ w(a,b) + (β − α)n . It follows that I(β) ≥ I(α) + β − α. In particular the function I is strictly increasing. The assertions about I(0) and I(1) follow from Lemma 6.8.
Let us show that I is strictly concave: let α ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q. For any word w of length n in the alphabet {0, 1} satisfying nα = N 1 (w) and for any t > 0, we clearly have λ 1 (w(a, b)) = t −αn λ 1 (w(a, tb)), (6.3) so that for each such word and t > 0, log λ 1 (w(a, b)) n(log R(S t ) − α log t).
By definition of the function I, the last inequality implies that for every t > 0, I(α) log R(S t ) − α log t. (6.4)
Now using the fact that the pair (a, b) is full sturmian and that its associated parameter mapping p : R + → [0, 1] is surjective, choose t α ∈ p −1 (α). Plugging this value in (6.3) together with a maximizing finite word w, we get that nI(α) λ(w(a, b)) = n(log R(S tα ) − α log t α ) (6.5)
Putting (6.4) and (6.5) together, we obtain that for every α ∈ [0, 1] ∩ Q, I(α) = min t>0 {log R(S t ) − α log t} = log R(S tα ) − α log t α (6.6)
In view of the continuity of I, this establishes that I is concave. Furthermore, the continuity of the parameter function p and the joint spectral radius implies that the previous equation holds for every α ∈ [0, 1]. it is strictly concave, because t α < t β if α < β. Now recall that, for α ∈ [0, 1], by assumption p −1 (α) = [t (1) α , t
α ], where t 
α if not. Hence, by (6.6), I (α − ) = − log t
α and I (α + ) = − log t (2) α . This establishes the claim about the derivative of I.
6.11.1. Proof of Proposition 6.1. We start by observing that the pairs (a, b (s) ) defined in (6.1) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 6.6. Lemma 6.12. For every s > 0, the pair (a, b (s) ) defined in (6.1) consists of two hyperbolic elements of SL(2, R) that have disjoint translation axes and are in the same direction. Moreover the distance between the translation axes of a and b (s) is bounded by some d > 0 as s varies and τ b (s) − τ a ≥ 2d + 1 for all s ≥ 10.
Proof. Straightforward calculation.
Furthermore the pair (a, b (s) ) belongs to the class E of Jenkinson-Pollicott therefore, according to [53, Thm. 9] , it satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 6.11.
To ease of notation, we set b = b (s) and we let T := {(e, a), (b, b), (a, a), (b, a)} ⊂ SL(2, R) × SL(2, R). We now identify J(T ) ⊂ R + × R + and show that it is not polygonal. We have already seen (in the first example in Subsection 6.9) that the subset T 1 := T \ (e, a)} has a triangular joint spectrum as in Figure 4 . Moreover J(T ) contains a larger triangle co(λ(T )) which has vertices (0, 2 ). We will show that J(T ) is yet strictly larger, as in Figure 6 and its boundary curve between the vertices (0, 2 . We will now show that f (α) = I(α) for all α ∈ [0, 1], where I is the function discussed in the previous subsection.
We already know that f is concave and, since f (1) = τ b 2 we also know that it is non-decreasing on [0, 1]. Let now α ∈ (0, 1) and > 0 be given. To ease the notation, let us put x 0 := (e, a), x 1 := (b, b), x 2 := (a, a) and x 3 := (b, a). By definition of the joint spectrum, there exist n ∈ N, a word w of length n in the alphabet {0, 1, 2, 3} such that 0 f (α) − log λ 1 (p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ))) < and | log λ 1 (p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ))) − α τ b 2 | < where p i : G → SL(2, R) denotes the projection onto i th factor for i ∈ {1, 2}. Now by Lemma 6.6 if we replace any letter x 3 of w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) by x 1 we will increase λ 1 (p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ))) while not affecting λ 1 (p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ))). Hence λ 1 (p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 1 ))) = λ 1 (p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ))) and f (α) λ 1 (p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 1 ))) λ 1 (p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )))
This implies that we can restrict attention to the elements x 0 , x 1 , x 2 while studying the piece of the boundary of J(T ) described by the function f . Now, for a finite word w in the alphabet {0, 1, 2}, we clearly have λ(p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ))) λ(p 1 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 0 ))) and λ(p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ))) = λ(p 2 (w(x 0 , x 1 , x 0 ))) These, together with the fact that f is non-decreasing, imply that we can only consider the Jordan projections of the products of elements x 0 and x 1 in order to determine the boundary of J(T ) described by the function f . But then, since establishing the desired equality. Together with Proposition 6.11 this ends the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Remark 6.13. This remark is due to Jairo Bochi, who also pointed out to us the reference [62] . Using the analogous function I associated to a certain pair of unipotent matrices in SL(2, R) studied in [62] , one can also construct a nonpolygonal joint spectrum in GL(2, R) having similar differentiability properties to the one constructed here. More precisely, it follows easily from [62] that for any real α ∈ R \ {0, 1}, the joint spectrum of
is a non-polygonal convex subset of non-empty interior in the Weyl chamber R×R + of GL(2, R). Note also that for α = 1, the joint spectrum of the corresponding pair is a non-trivial line segment contained in the Weyl chamber {0}×R + of the subgroup SL(2, R).
Remark 6.14. In work in preparation [32] we give another proof of Proposition 6.1 and develop a more direct geometric approach which yields a larger family of examples, including all pairs of hyperbolic elements in SL(2, R) with disjoint axes in the same direction and sufficiently large translation length, as well as all conjugate pairs of unipotent matrices satisfying a ping-pong condition.
Further directions
In this final section we gather a number of problems that are still open in connection with the joint spectrum. 1) How quickly does J(S) fill in if we look at κ(S n )/n or if we look at λ(S n )/n? Namely given ε > 0, give an estimate on the first n such that every point of J(S) is at distance at most ε from κ(S n )/n or λ(S n )/n. This question has been studied for the joint spectral radius, see Morris [61] and Bochi-Garibaldi [18] .
2) What points on the boundary of J(S) belong to the Lyapunov spectrum? what ergodic measures realize them? Is it always the case that an ergodic measure realizing a boundary point of J(S) as its Lyapunov has zero entropy, in the case of domination (see §1.7] ).
3) Extend the results of this paper to non-invertible matrices. 4) Describe which convex sets can arise as joint spectrum of a small perturbation of a given compact set S without full domination. A partial answer is already given in [20] for the lower joint spectral radius. Describe the points of continuity of the map S → J(S) for the Hausdorff metric.
5) The joint spectral radius is locally Lipchitz continuous, see [83, 57, 18] . Does the same hold for the joint spectrum? 6) Bochi [15] shows that there are k 0 , c > 0 depending only on d such that max n k 0 ,g∈S n λ 1 (g) 1 n cR(S) for every S ⊂ M d (C), where R(S) is the joint spectral radius. Is there an analogous phenomenon for the joint spectrum? 7) Given x ∈ R, Feng studies in [37, 38] the family of sequences b in S N with λ 1 (b) = x and describes its Hausdorff dimension in terms of entropies of measures with the same Lyapunov exponent. Can one obtain a multi-dimensional analogue, where one starts with x ∈ J(S) and looks at the sequences b such that (1.4) holds? 8) Sturmian measures are used to describe the boundary of the joint spectrum in the examples of Section 6. In the general case, say of a finite S in a reductive group G, can one describe precisely the class of measures realizing boundary points in J(S)?
9) Under what assumptions do the conclusions of Proposition 1.10 and Remark 5.14 hold? Can one describe the i.i.d. Lyapunov spectrum more explicitly (e.g. how far is it away from the boundary of joint spectrum)? 10) Extend the results of this paper to more general cocycles and base dynamics.
